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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The arrangements employed for the movement of grain from a local 
cooperative to a regional cooperative are becoming increasingly complex. 
Advancements in.the fields of management, transportation, and communica-
tion continually change the speed and efficiency.of the movement of 
grain up through the marketing.cha.in. Coordination of the arrangements 
,ihich control this movement of grain must adjust with the latest tech-
nology to utilize efficient procurement, storage, transportation, hedg-
ing, and merchandising methods. However, little is known aqout the 
types and degrees of coordination between regional and local coopera-
tives which would.tend to give the greatest return q.nd benefit to grain 
producersQ Additional research is needed to give direction.to coopera-
tive management in the area .of efficient coordination techniques. 
Ae Pro.blematic Situation 
A.l Historica.l Development of 
Coordinating Procedures 
Insight into coordination in cooperative grain marketing can be 
gained from the historica.l development of coordinating arrangements in 
the cooperative grq.in. marketing system_, · i .. e~ ;' changes in management, 
transportation, and communication. 
1 
2 
As is typical of many beginning institutions, the story of the 
grain associations is one of "bitter contests, defeats and victories" 
(3, .p. 276). The initial stages of cooperative gra,in marketing in the 
early,1900's were periods of isolated efforts, of cyclical waves of 
enthusiasm, of activities sponsored by farm organ,izcJ.tions, and of 
growth, rapid expansion and unification. 
Though many cooperative ventures were failures, many farmers were 
more satisfied with their cooperative dealings than,they·had been·with 
private ma.rketing methods.. Ma.rgins between ,local private markets and 
terminals often seemed excessi:velylarge. Reportedly, gra,in dealers 
often heavily penalized farmers for marketing mixed gri;l,ins and then 
would screen out one kind of grain from the lot to sell, with no addi-
tiona,l compensation to the fa.rmer. Collaboration among buyers often 
,.lessened competition.. An .investigation by the Interstate Conunerce 
Commission revealed the existence of agreements verifying the percen-
tage and amounts to be bought by elevators, the prices to be pc3.id, and 
amounts of dockage to be taken (3). Some buyers set up their own 
standards of weights and measures, differing.from.legal standards, 
which allowed them to pemi.lize farrners when ,.their grain did not meet 
"standards .. vi 
Partly.··because of these problems in .the early grain.marketing 
system, farmers continued to form cooperatives. The peak in,local 
cooperative elevator organization was reached in the early 1920•s wh.en 
there were more than 4,000 active associaticms in.the United States (3). 
The number of local cooperative elevator organizations had declined to 
2,614 by 1936 with total sales of $314,418,000 .. Terminal cooperative 
agencies did $85,266,000 worth of busi~ess .in the same year making the 
3 
total cooperative gra,in,business approximately one-third of the total 
grain business in the country {3). Tbis volume of sales brought market-
ing problems for the local associations and stimulated interest in 
grain cooperatives at terminal markets. Cooperative terminal agencies 
increased in,number even th0ugh many of the early terminal agencies 
failed. By,1935 there were 26 cooperative terminal sales agencies in 
the United States (3). At first they,were regular commission agencies 
doing a consignment business er;i.ly. $ince local grain co0peratives sold 
approximately half of the grain of members on·a •to arrive•· or. 'on 
. track' basis, terminal agencies, by failing to buy gri;iin .. in this manner, 
did not fully represent the locals in the marketplace. However, 
because grcJ.inproducers desired a stronger representation of their 
interest in the marketing of grcJ.in and desired for themselves the 
savings possible at the terminal .level, many,terminal grain associa-
tions were acquired by,local ceoperatives and producers to actually 
handle, store, grade, and take title to the grain (3). 
These early cooperative grain,termina,l purchase and sales agencies, 
at one time, bought a sig:1;1ificant portion of their grain from short-
lived wheat pools. The first wheat pool, The Washington Wheat Grower's 
Association, was organized in.1920 .. Other pools were formed and by the 
1924--25 season, ten pools ccm.trolled 28 million bushels of grain (3). 
These li;irge associations often used monopolistic practices to raise the 
prices 0f grains they,handled. It seemed appropriate te wheat pool man-
agement to withhold supplies of grain.in.order to secure a higher price 
in the marketplace .. However, farmers associated with such organizations 
were reluctant to wait for payments delayed by the withholding of grain 
for higher prices. In addition, in an advancing market, farmers who 
delivered grain,late in the pooling period received a price which was 
lower than the market price at the time of delivery. In a decliru.ng 
market, farmers.delivering grain.early in,the pooliRg period also 
received a price lower than the market price at the time of delivery. 
In both instances, fo,rmers were dissatisfied with the pools and tended 
to accuse the cooperative of poor management. The decline in grain 
4 
.prices leading up to the depression.proved to be the climax of preblems 
with the wheat pools, and failure resulted. 
The pools were not without value. Orderly marketing of grains 
did exert a stabilizing effect on.prices (3). However, despite over-
zealous promoters of wheat pools, misguided attempts to withhold sup-
plies, high expenses, and.other obstacles, regional grain·cooperatives 
advanced the cause of large-scale organization.in.the United States. 
Such cooperative grain marketing effectively demonstrated the limita-
tions, as well as many of the advantages, of cooperation on a volume 
basis. 
These early,local and regional cooperatives were relatively small 
by today's standards .. In general, local cooperatives in,a given.region 
were rather uniform in the kinds ef marketing·services they needed from 
regionals, such as market information and advice and assistance with 
transportation coordination .. The level of advancement in transporta-
tion and cormnunication seemed to dictate the volume of grain controlled 
by a local. The early usage of teams and wagons proved te be an effi-
cient method for small short trips. Thus, a local did not have a large 
trading region. After the first World war, larger and more dependable 
trucks, improved highways, and improved communication gave rise to new 
coordinating arrangements between local and regional cooperatives. 
5 
Regionals expanded their facilities to accomodate increasing numbers of 
trucks and rail cars transporting grain from locals to regionals. 
Timing of grain receipts became more critical with the increased volume 
of grain. Advance commitment of grain to distant markets became more 
profitable and in turn provided incentive for additional advance grain 
commitments from local elevators. Thus, coordination of grain marketing 
continued to develop to better accomodate this increased efficiency of 
transportation and the accompanying volume of grain. 
A.2 Present Importance~ Complexity 
of Cooperative Grain Marketing 
Today's cooperative grain marketing systems are a vital part of 
the United States grain industry. In the 1972-1973 crop year, the 21 
primary u. s. regional grain cooperatives handled 595 million bushels 
of wheat, or 25 percent of the 1972-1973 total wheat supply of 2,409 
million bushels (25).1 Cooperatives presently own 17 percent of the 
port grain facilities, and 7 percent of all United States exported 
grain pass through these facilities (2). 
Thurston (25 , p. 4) has estimated that 11 ••• the regional coopera-
tives' share of members out-of-area sales varies among regi0nals from 
2 
about 25 to 80 percent." This "leakage" of grain to firms outside the 
cooperative system weakens the bargaining position of regional coopera-
tives and increases their problems with respect to forward contracting 
1The 2,409 million bushels wheat supply for the 1972-73 season 
consisted of 1,545 million bushels of new crop wheat and 864 million 
bushels of hold-over stocks. 
2In-area-sal es included sale to producers and to local feed mills. 
6 
large quantities of grain to foreign and domestic markets. These prob-
lems provide at least part of the incentive for grain cooperatives to 
investigate more and more the advantages of various types of title 
transfers and coordinating arrangements between marketing stages. Title 
transfer methods include selling out of storage, delayed pricing, 
pooling, and advanced contracting., These title transfer methods can 
occur within various degrees of coordination: simple open market 
transactions, cooperation of two or more individuals, formal and infor-
mal contracts, or vertical integration. 
Efficient marketing demands that coe>rdination arrangements con-
form to the complexity of the marketing system. Figure 1 illustrates 
the complexity of the wheat marketing system. The shaded blocks trace 
the marketing steps through the cooperative wheat marketing system. 
Coordination of risk aversion, delivery timing, title transfer, and 
quality and grade desired, among 0ther activities, becomes very impor-
tant to insure efficient movement of grain through the marketing system. 
B. Problem 
Little is known of the nature, implications and potentials of 
closer vertical coordination among grain marketing cooperatives and 
their members in the grain marketing system. Past research has tended 
to deal with operations at a given marketing level rather than with 
the entire system .. Much of the research is impressive. However, it is 
commonly known that increasing the efficiency with which a function is 
performed (when considered in isolation) does not guarantee efficiency 
of the system as a whole. 
The grain marketing system has the task of coordinating what is 
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Figure 1. Marketing Systems for Wheat and Wheat Products 
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desired by consumers. While the system performs in this manner, anal-
yses of the relative effectiveness of system performance seldom go 
beyond consideration of an activity at one particular level. The 
research presented herein is designed to partially fill the void in the 
body of knowledge with respect to closer vertical coordination among 
regional and local grain marketing cooperatives. 
C. Review of Literature 
Over the past twe decades, agricultural economists have called fer 
a systems-oriented approach to marketing research. However, according 
to Godwin and Jones (6), progress .in the direction of systems-oriented 
marketing research must proceed at a faster pace if we are to develop 
the expertise needed to deal with the relevant food and fiber problems 
of the future. Eldon Smith (21) called for sets of rules and rela-
tionships that would make a market function more efficiently and which 
would take into account the totality of relevant relationships and 
interrelationships, market news, bargaining power relationships, and 
production activities. He also proclaimed that literature is lacking 
in this area but 11 ••• the literature on intrafirm economics is impres-
sive indeed" (21, p. 1536). 
Many articles have included discussions on the need for a systems 
approach to marketing preblems. R. L. Kohls (10, 11, 12) has written 
of the need for more progress in research concerning efficiencies of 
the entire marketing system. He notes that many of the available 
studies are inconsistent and are difficult to generalize. The 
Southern Marketing Research Committee (24) echoed these same arguments 
in 1963 by calling for increased emphasis on adjustment problems faced 
by marketing firms and industry grO'l;l.ps. The committee stated that 
marke:ting research should specify alternative courses ef actions and 
I . 
evaluate the ~ffects of these actiens on each marketing lev~l con-
9 
cerned. In a 1968 article, Leonard w. Schruben (19) illustrated the 
advantages of a "systems erientatien" in attacking problems of inef-
ficiencyby constructing a model to treat questions of shipping and 
merchandi~ing jointly versus separately. An important advantage of 
using a model as Schruben di~ becomes apparent when a change in the 
price asked by one or more sellers, or offered by one er more buyers, 
occurs. Also, a _cha;ng:e .in, tj-te,:freight ·ta'be ,between.;two:: l=ocaticms. or· a 
change in the quality of a given lot may change the optimum flow pre-
scribe~b§',:the model. Moreever, profits eccasionally decline.when 
volume is pushed to capacity operation, an observed tendency.in agri-
business firms. 'When any of these conditions prevail, there exists 
the possibili:i:y of inefficiencies in the market system that are dis-
coverable through systems analysis. 
'· 
In a later paper, Aldenc. Manchester_(l3) outlined several d.imen-
sions of performance of interest ta researchers considering problems 
in vertical coordination .. Included are operational and pricing effi-
cieri.cy, price risks, and market power. Goldberg (7) and Juillerat:·and 
F&rris (9) indicated, in-separate papers, that cleser coordination is 
evolving among grain marketing firms,. includ.ing ceoperatives, which 
are either extending their operations and control closer to the con-
sumers, or are interested.in closer ties with grain procurement 
sources. 
In an article that appeared in "News for Farmer Cooperatives" in 
1974, grain producers-were being advised to increase commitments, 
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coordination, and efficiency, and to look for nE:W ways to become inn0-
vative (8). Areas of concern include transportation, proqucer/local 
cooperative contracts, local/regional cooperative contracts, regional/ 
local cooperative services, joint product research, facility improve-
ments, and domestic and foreign trade joint sales efforts., HOW"eVer, 
very little applied research has been directed specifically to verti-
cal coordination in any ag;dcul tural industry, let alone the grain 
industry. Some work has been done with respect to coordination in the 
cattle industry by Purcell and associates Dunn and Rathwell (16, 17, 
18), along with a few other isolated studies. Similar types of 
research in the cooperative grain marketing system are likewise lack-
ing .. However, Thurston and Meyer (26) did study recent activities 
and organizationi3.1 developments of regional cooperatives. They found 
that management of regional associations face many problems brought 
about by: (1) new or additionc;l.l services required by member associa-
tions, (management must work more closely with local members and help 
them get geared up to handle and condition an even larger and faster 
harvest of grain), and (2) the need to help smaller locals consolidate 
11' 
or merge their operations to better utilize facilities, improve 
operating efficiency, and broaden their resource base& 
An even more detailed and recent study was that of Donald Schwartz 
(20) who studied the coordination of operations between local and 
regional cooperatives in a five state area including Ohio, Illinois, 
Iowa, Kansas and Indiana. He found that a large percentage of grain 
is lost to independents outside the cooperative system •. He also found 
that while it is not necessary for regionals to be large to be effi-
cient, there are potentials for grain handling economies of size, and 
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increa.sed market power. Schwartz revealed that 80 percent of the 
local managers in the sample indicated that their service needs would 
increase in the future and that they would seek additional help in 
areas of merchandising, market information, and transportation. If 
regionals can anticipate these needs and supply.the desired services, 
Schwartz contends they may create a stronger relationship with their 
local. 
Finally, research members of the North Central Grain Marketing 
Project, entitled Systems Analysis of the Economics of Grain Market-
ing, are surveying marketing practices of grain producers and country 
elevators in their respective states. This study should complement 
other research in cooperative grain marketing coordination. 
D. Objectives 
The overall objective of this research was to describe those 
existing marketing patterns and coordinating arrangements in the 
marketing of grain from country·· elevators to selected regional grain 
cooperatives, and investigate those possibilities and potentials which 
may exist or can be developed that would enable grain cooperatives to 
increase producer returns through closer vertical coordination within 
grain marketing systems. 
Specific objectives were: 
(l) to determine the grain marketing patterns and coordinating 
arrangements that eocist between local and regional cooperatives in 
Oklahoma and Texas, 
(2) to determine those attitudes of local cooperative elevator 
managers toward marketing procedures and coordinating arrangements 
which are provided by the respective regional cooperative through 
which grain is marketedy and 
(3) to descriptively analyze and ev~luate alternative marketing 
arrangements and coordination procedures which may benefit local as 
well as region~l cooperatives. 
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The research procedures employed are outlined in detail in Chap-
ter II. 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 
A. The Sample 
To meet the objectives of the study, the managers of selected 
grain elevator cooperatives throughout Texas and Oklahoma were inter-
viewed. The following discussion describes the sampling procedure 
used to select the grain cooperative associations included in the 
study. 
It was hypothesized that marketing patterns, coordinating 
arrangements, and service needs of the local cooperative vary accord-
ing to the relative size of the cooperative. Thus, the population of 
cooperative elevator associations governed by one management unit 
(manager and board of directors) was categorized according to storage 
capacity (a measure of size) preparatory to the selection of a sample 
stratified by storage size. 
The first step in drawing a sample was to collect the storage 
capacities of the local cooperative elevators in the population. The 
cooperative grain elevator population.in Oklahoma and the coopera-
tives' storage capacities were obtained from the directory of the 
Farmers Cooperative Grain Dealers Association of Oklahoma. The coop-
erative grain elevator population in Texas was taken from the member 
list of the Producers Grain Corporation of Amarillo, which comprises 
13 
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yirtually 911 the cooperative grain associations in Texas. St0rage 
capacities were 0btained bydirect·contact·with each local association 
.in Texas. 
The population was·stratified into:five storage size groups, as 
shown,in Table 1. Thirty percent of the grr;l,in cooperative associations 
in each size group and in ,.each state were -selected as the sample. 
Grou;e 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
TABLE I 
THE.POPULATION AND SAMPLE OF OKLAHOMA AND TEXAS 
LOCAL GRAIN COOPERATIVES 
Oklahoma Texas 
·cafaciti (bu.s) Po~lation Samele Po:eulation Sam:ele 
tess than 100,000 6 2 12 3b 
100,000 to 399,999 .25 7 13 Sb 
400,000 to 599,999 23 7 15 5 
600,000 to 999,999 22 8a 9 3 
Greater than l,000,000 11 7a 23 20a 
~/The variance of responses on the questionnaire is expected to 
be wider in some of the gr0ups than others because of the variability 
of capacity-sizes am0ng <jroups. Also, because the storage capacity of 
group five is open-ended, (no limit on capacity), it was deemed advis--
able to secure a. larger than 30 percent portion of the populatien-of 
group five. The extremely large elevat0rs were automatically included 
in the sample because of the larger trading region they control as com-
pared to other cooperative associations. 
£IA discrepancy-in the storage capacity of one of the members ·of 
group one was disc0vered at the time of analysis. To interview another · 
cooperative in group 1 (located in _south -Texas) would have been c0stly. 
Therefore,group 1 has one _less ·cooperative and group 2 has one more · 
cooperative than was originally proposed for the sample. 
Numerically, the sg.Inple can be defined as follows: 
5 
L 
i=l 
5 
( .3)0. + L. ( .3)T ... ( .3) (P+R), where the 
1 i=l 1 ' 
variables are defined as: 
0 = the stratified groups of cooperative elevators 
T = the stratified gro\.;lps of cooperative elevators 
i = the size group, 
in Oklahorr1a, 
.·in Texas, 
p = the cooperative elevator population.in Oklahoma, and 
R = the cooperative elevator :population in Texas. 
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This sample size provided an·adequate representation of the population 
for statistical testing at a reasonable cost. 
A.table of random numbers was used to select the representatives 
from each group within each.state. An additional 10 percent of the 
population in·each groupwc!,s selected by·the same method to be used in 
case of interview refusal or questionnaire' inval,idat:i,.en. The manager 
of each sample cooperative was personally interviewed in the sununer of 
1974. 
B. The Questionnaire 
The questionnaire constructed for the collection,of data .can be 
found in Appendix A. The structure of much of the questionI1q.ire was 
' ' 
influenced by the f0llowihg hyp~theses: (1) title transfer and other 
coordinating arrc1,ngements vary·according to the grains handled, and 
(2) the nee9 for services and coordinating arrangements changes over 
time. Thus,.many questions contain gr9-in and time dimensions. 
The questionnaire contains five major areas designed to meet the 
objectives .of the study. They are (1) general information, (2) coor-
dinating arrangements and marketing practices, (3) financial arrange-
ments and structure, (4) the local associations managers•.views of the 
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regiona.l cooperatives' performance, a.nd (5) the influence on decision 
making of marketing factors and services. A brief discussion of each 
area follows. 
B.1 · General Information 
Information was obtained on (1) the quantity of grain marketed 
through regional coopera.tives, (2) the quantity of different grains 
purchased from prodmcers, (3) the gross operating margins received, 
and (4) the utilization of local cooperative storage space, to deter-
mine general characteristics about the local's business operations. 
Other types of generc;l.1 information included local services provided 
noncooperative businesses in handling grain, and the importance of 
different types of buyers with whom the local traded. In the ques-
tionnaire, questions 7, 8, 10, 20, 28, 30, 32, 34, 35, and 38 pertain 
to the general information area. 
B.2 Coordinating Arrangements and 
Marketing Practices 
Questions in this·section are devoted to vertical coordinating 
practices and procedures. Specific subject areas included availability 
and local cooperative \,l:sage of regional cooperative services, methods 
of purchasing and selling grain and premiums provided by regionals as 
incentives to local cooperatives to follow certain grain handling pro-
cedures. Other questions dea.lt with local storage of regional coopera-
tive-owned grain sources and frequently of price bids, and other mis-
cellaneous coordinating arrangements. Questions 9, 11, 14, 19, 21, 
23-25, 29, 31, 36, and 37 pertain to this area of information. 
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B.3 Financial Arrangements~ Structure 
A portion of the questionnaire was devoted to the coordination of 
financial arrangements between the local and regional cooperatives in 
the cooperative grain marketing system. Information was obtained on 
local elevator associations' acquisition of regional cooperative stock, 
availability of credit from the regional to the local, and the oper-
ating capital requirements of the local association. Information per-
taining to the financial structure of the local associations was also 
sought as a possible basis for determining needs as financial struc-
tures vary. Questions 6, 9, 13, and 39 covered financial arrangements 
and structure within the cooperative grain marketing.system. 
B.4 ~ Local Associations Managers' Views 
of Other Regional Cooperatives' Perforrm~.nce 
Q~estions 16d, 16e, and 18 were included in the questionnaire to 
measure the service and grain marketing performance of regional cooper-
atives in the opinion of local grain cooperative manag~rs. Specific 
items rated included regional cooperative personnel expertise, opera-
tional efficiencies, and informational services. 
Bm5 ~ Influence on Decision Making~ 
Marketing · Factors and Servi.ces 
To this point the importance of the services or the influence that 
marketing factors have on the decisions made by local managers have not 
been discussed. Questions covering this area were included to comple-
ment the questions on performance of the regional cooperative. Excep-
tional performance of the regional in providing an unimportant service 
.18 
or ma,rketing factor may not be acceptab,le to the l0cal. The value c,f 
senrices and factors from the standpoint c,f the local associations' 
managers is measured by questions 15, .16, 16b, 16c, and · 1 7. Questi0ns 
22 and 26 recc,rd the importance c,f different methods c,f purchases used 
by the local and the importance of various seurces c,f infonnation used 
in arriving at the quoted board prices for each gra,inmarketed, respec-
tively •. Question 33 records the importance of different methods of 
grain sales used by the loca.l. 
c. The Response Scale 
.A response scale of 1 to 99 was used throµgh the questionnaire 
to give a quantified measure of attitudes (example shown in Figure ,2). 
• 
Not at all 
Important 
l 10 20 30 
Irttportance Now 
and in the Future 
40 50 GO. 70 80 
Extremely 
,Important 
90 99 
Figure 2 .. A Response Scale for J.VIeasuringAttitudes 
Such a . scale simulates more neal!'.l y a .continuous fimction than do many 
other scales, and .it enables the interviewee a greater che>ice c,f res-
ponses. Also, each response scale number can be easily converted to 
a .standard normal deviate, if desired for va.rious types of sta.tistical 
a.nalysis. Theoretical justification.of the response continuum has 
been :discussed by Oehrtman (15). 
\ 
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D. Data Preparation and Analysis 
Data .collection was ·completed in the summer of 1974. Question-
~ires were carefully·edited for·erroneous, incomplete, or contradic-
tory.information. They were then coqed and the information placed on 
computer cards for computer assisted analysis. 
Custom written computer programs were used for -much of the data 
compilation. Statistical tools of analysis .included regression and 
correlation analysis, and chi-square and Spearman rank correlation 
tests. 
The results from the analysis of the sampled data are presented 
in the foll0Wing chapters. 
CHAPTER III 
MARKETING PRACTICES AND PATTERNS OF OKLAHOMA 
AND TEXAS GRAIN COOPERATIVES IN THE 
HANDLING AND MOVEMENT OF GRAIN 
A. Introduction 
The marketing patterns of the local cooperative with the seller 
and buyer of its grain is discussed in this chapter. The first sec-
tion deals with forward marketing from the producers to the local 
cooperative. The discussion includes methods of cooperative purchas-
ing of grain from producers, contractual arrangements between the 
producer and local, operating capital, requirements of the local, and 
the utilization of storage space by the local. 
The second section emphasizes marketing practices between the 
local cooperative and its grain buyers. Specific areas of interest 
are the commitment of grain by local cooperatives to regional coopera-
tives, gross margins received by locals from grain sales, sources of 
price bids for the sale of grain, price pf'otection methods used by 
the local, and methods of grain sales between local cooperatives and 
grain buyers. A more specific discussion of existing practices 
between local and regional cooperatives, where particularly relevant 
to vertical coordination, will be presented in Chapter IV. 
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B. Forward Ma,rketing of Gr~in from Farm 
to Local Cooperative 
21 
Before marketing patterns ·can be thoroughly and effectively anal-
yzed, some general characteristics about the sample population need to 
be discussed. 
The distribution of the 31 s~pled local cooperative associations 
in Oklahoma was uniform across the.western half of the state from 
\ 
Southwest Oklahoma north to the Kansas state line, and included the 
Oklahoma Panhandle. This conforms closely with the Oklahoma wheat 
belt. However, the distribution of sampled local associations in Texas 
r 
was found to be separated into two distinct regions. ·Twenty-nine of 
the 36 local associations in the Texas sample were located in the Texas 
High Plains and primarily in the Texas Panhandle. The remaining seven 
cooperatives sampled were located in the southern.portion,of the state, 
several hundred miles seuth of the Texas Plains. From the interviews 
with the local. cooperative managers, differences.in marketing practices 
·and modes c,f operation were hypothesized to exist between the coopera-
tives according to the Texas region in which they-operate. Therefore, 
much of the following discussion will consider operations of locals 
according to their location.in each of the two Texas regions as well as 
in Oklahoma. The size distribution of locc1l cooperatives in the two 
Texas regions :is presented in Table II. 
The differences between the three regions pertaining to types and 
volume of grains marketed through the local association are given in 
Table III. The six grains shown in this table were the most important 
by volume handled by local associations in the sample. Wheat and 
grain sorghum were the most important grains for Oklahoma .and Texas in 
·Group 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
TABLE II 
SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF LOCAL COOPERATIVES 
IN ·THE TWO.TEXAS REGIONS 
Capacity (Bu.s) Texas Plains 
Less than 100,000 3 
100,000 to 399,999 3 
400,000 to 599,999 4 
600,000 to 999,999 2 
Greater fua,n 1,000,000 17 
TABLE III 
AVERAGE VOLUME OF SELECTED-GRAINS HANDLED 
BY COOPERATIVES IN 1973, .BY REGIONa 
South T.exas 
0 
2 
1 
1 
3 
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Region N Wheat Sorghum Corn Barley Soybeans Oats 
---------------------Thou. Bus.-----------------------
Oklahoma 
Texas Plains 
South Texas 
31 
29 
7 
959 
520 
0 
59 
978 
1211 
5 
117 
0 
35 
7 
0 
7 
34 
0 
16 
4 
0 
~/Rye, mu,ngbeans, and other miscellaneous grains were grown in 
some areas of the population of local associations, however their 
relative economic importance was small compared with the six grains 
listed. 
E/N refers to the number of sampled cooperatives. 
terms of the volume marketed. Of the grains marketed through local 
Oklahoma cooperatives in 1973, 89 percent (959,000 bushels) was wheat 
and 5 percent was grain sorghum. In Texas the percentages were 27 for 
wheat and 65 for grain sorghum. The sampled associations in the 
southern Texas region handled only·grain sorghum. 
B.1 Methods of Purchase 
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Local grain cooperative managers·have severc;1l options to·consider 
when buying gra.in. The options include: (1) pay cash at the time the 
wheat is brought across the scales, (2) fo:rward contract, (3) buy 
grain being stored in their own facilities, (4) buy grain from farm 
storage either for cash or on contract, (5) buy at a delayed price, 
or (6) buy pooled grc1,in. Tables IV, V a,nd VI show the distribution of 
grain purchases by.methods of purchase for Oklahoma, the Texas Plains, 
and South Texas, respectively. Deferred payment arrangements are not 
an infrequent-occurrence in Oklahoma, but were not singled out in 
these tables. A large portion.of all grains received in 1973 was 
either stored for the farmer and purchased later or purchased for cash 
when harvested. Very little fo:rward contracting was done in either 
Oklahoma er the Texas Plains. However, Table VI shows a major portien 
of the grain sorghurn·marketed through local association facilities in 
' 
South Texas was contracted on a standard (or given) volume basis prior 
to harvest for delivery and payment at harvest. A possible explana-
tion of this occurrence is that the regional cooperative in Texas 
exporting grain sorghum on contract might be willing te offer a more 
competitive contracted price to local associations in South Texas 
thereby making local-producer contracts more appealing since their 
grain sorghurn·is closer to export facilities, and hence, cheapter to 
transport. 
Table VII shows the ranking by association managers of the methods 
TABLE IV 
.PERCENTAGES OF GRAIN PURCHASED BYVARIOUS METHODS USED BY 
OKLAHOMA COOPERATIVES IN 1973, BY GRAIN 
Methods of Purchase Wheat Sorghum Corn · Barley Soy_beans Oats 
-------------------- Percent-------------------~-
L Traditional Cash Purchase at Harvest 
(Cash Delivery) 
2. Contracted Prior to Harvest for 
Delivery and Payment at Harvest 
3. Stored for Farmer and Purchased 
Later 
4. Purchased (After Harvest) from Farm 
Storage 
(i) For Cash 
(ii) On Forward Contract 
31 
1 
57 
4 
2 
5. Purchased but with a Delayed Price 1 
6. Grain Pool 
7. Other a 3 
52 
39 
9 
62 33 65 30 
18 66 33 68 
1 2 
1 2 
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Total b 99 100 100 101 100 100 
2,./0ther methods referred to here are: 1) bought i:rom other firms, 2) purchased from 
independent truckers and 3) still carried as open storage. 
p_/Columns of data may not add to 100 because of rounding error. I'\) 
.~ 
TABLE V 
PERCENTAGES OF GRAIN PURCHASED BY VARIOUS METHODS US'.ED BY 
TEXAS PLAINS.COOPERATIVES IN 1973, BY GRAIN 
Methods of Purchase Wheat SorS!]lm Corn Ba.rle:l, soi.beans oats 
·------------------·----.;,Percent------------------------
1 .. Traditio~l Cash Purchase at 
64 65 72 Harvest (Cash Delivery) 55 42 38 
2. Contracted Prior to Haryest for 
Delivery and Payment at Harvest 4 17 6 ·2 4 
3. · Stored for Farmer and Purchased 
Later 38 37 56 24 31 27 
4. Purchased (After Harvest) from 
Farm Storage 
. (i) For Cash 1 9 
(ii) on Fo.r.ward Contract 
5. Purchased but with a Delayed 
Price 2 1 
6. Grain Pool 
7. a Other 3 
~ 10©· 100 100 99 100 99 Total 
~Other methods referred to here q.re (1} bought from other firms, (2) purchased from 
independent truckers, and (3) still carried as open.storage. 
b/ . 
- Columns· of data may not add to·lOO because of rounding error. 
"' U1 
TABLE VI. 
PERCENTAGES OF GRAIN PURCHASED BYVARIOIJS METHODS USED BY 
SOUTH TEXAS COOPERATIVES IN 1973, BY GRAIN 
Methods of Purchase Wheat Sor~hum corn Barle,1 Soi_beans Oats 
---------·-------~------Percent------------------------
. 1. Traditional Cash Purchase at 
Hc~.rvest (Cash Delivery) 
2. Contracted Prior·to Harvest for 
nelivery·and Payment at Harvest 
3. Stored for Fq..rrner and Purchased 
Later 
4. Purchased (After '.Harvest) from 
Farm Storage 
(ij For Cash 
(il? On Fo.i::ward Contract 
5. Purchased but'with a Delayed 
Price 
6. Grain Pool 
7. Other 
Totc;l.la 
40 
44 
14 
1 
99 
~ Dc;l.ta .. do not · add to 100 because 0f rounding , errer. 
I\) 
en 
TABLE VII 
· -METHODS OF PUECHASING GRAIN. USED BY LOC~ COOPERATIVES 
RANKED ACCORDING-TO.VOLUME OF 
GR.A.IN. INVOLVED; BY REGIONa 
Methods-of Purchase 
1. ·Traditional cash purchase at 
harvest (cash delivery) 
2. Contracted prior to }:larvest for 
delivery and payment at harviee;t 
3. Stored for farmer and purchased 
later 
4. Purchased (after harvest) from 
farm storage - for ca.sh 
5. Purchased (after harvest} from 
farm :sterage --forward contract 
6. Purchased but with a delayed price 
7. Grain pool 
s. Purchased·from other·firms 
Oklahoma 
2 
6 
.1 
3 
5 
6 
4 
YThe most used method is given a ranking of 1. 
Texas 
Plains 
1 
3 
2 
5 
4 
5 
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Seuth 
Texas 
2 
1 
3 
of purchasing grain according to total vo·lurne of all grains purchased. 
Differences in the methods of grain purchases used do exist 
according to the size of the association. Local associcl-ticms usually 
contracted more grain as their sizes increased, as shown in Tal;>les 
XXX:CX, XL, and XLI in Appendix B, for Oklahoma, Texas Plains, and 
South Texas ·interviewed managers, respectively. 
B.2 Operatiens· 2!_ ~ Lecal C0operative 
The.local associations must have strong financial backing and 
storage facilities ·must be managed properly to insure efficient utili-
zation and maximum returns to patrons. Such operational facets ef a 
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cooperative association are discussed in this section. 
B.2.1 operating Capital. The locq.l cooperative must be financed 
either from its own pool of capital or from outside sources. During 
harvest seasons large amounts of capital are required by the local 
cooperatives over short time periods. The cooperative associations in 
the Oklahoma sample required an average of $1,222,558 during pecl.k 
t . 1 opera 1.ons. The Texas Plains and South Texas region·sampled assecia-
tions required an average of $1,398,242 an.d $857,143, respectively. 
These differences can be attributed to the various sizes of associa-
tions within each region. Table XLII in Appendix B shows these size 
differences and the subsequent peak cash requirements by region. 
Locals can acquire capital from several sources including com-
mercial banks, the Bank for Cooperatives, interest or non-interest 
bearing cash advances, deferred payments from .farmers seeking tax 
advantages, and farmer patron loans. In Oklahoma the Bank for Coopera-
tives was the secondary supplier of operating capital during peak 
periods of operation, providing 25 percent of the total operating 
capital (Table VIII). The most important capitq.l source in Oklahoma 
was deferred payment q.rrangements. The principal source of peak 
operating capital in both Texas regions was the Bank for Cooperatives 
with deferred payment a.rrq.ngements a much less important secondq.ry 
source of funds. Commercial banks and internal capital provided much 
of the remaining capitc1.l needed. 
The amount of operating capital required by the local cooperative, 
at any point in time, is determined by several conditions that exist 
1Pea.k operations .refers to any point in time (1973) when grain 
purchases are highest. 
Region 
TABLE VIII 
SOURCES OF OPERATING CAPITAL REQUIRED BY TuOCAL COOPERATIVES DURING 
PERIODS OF LARGEST GRAIN.PURCHASES IN,1973, BY REGION 
Cormnercia.l 
Bari.ks 
Bank 
For 
Ceaperatives 
Interest 
Bearing 
Advances 
Non-Interest 
Bearing 
Advances 
Farmer -Deli very 
of Grain Under 
Delayed PaYIT\ent 
Arrangements 
Internal 
Ca.E_ital· 
Farmer 
Patton 
Loans a Total 
----------------------------·--.,,.-----·-·---·--...,-----... -,---Percent-..--------------.-i:----------------------------.. -
····J 
Oklahoma 6 25 1 1 57 9 0 99 
Texas Plains 2 70 2 4 13 9 1 101 
i 
South Texas 3 73 0 0 19 5 0 100 
~/Data may not add to 100 because of rounding error. 
I\) 
ID 
during harvest. A multiple regression model was used to measure the 
relationships between volume of peak ~perating capital required and 
several selected variables. The regression.equation.is given below. 
y :::i 
-3441.23 + 0.103~ + .0412X2 + 43.94x3 + 10.03X4 - 14.1 7X5 + 
(4974.11) ( .0013) (1.02) (60.84) (61.03) (27.08) 
23'78.64X6 - 1133.02X7 
(1745.53) (1646.28) 
where: 
Y = Peak cash requirement in.hundreds of dollars, 
~= Annual volume of gr~in handled by the association, 
x2= Total elevator storage capacity.in.thousands of bushels, 
X3= Percentage of annual volume of gr~in stored by the loc~l, 
X4= Percentage of annual volume of grain.purchased by the local 
harvesf, 
x5= Percentage of annual volume of grain sold by the local for 
immediate shipment, 
x6:::a Dummy·variable for Texas Plains region, 
and 
x7= Dummy variable for Oklahoma. 
at 
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Dummy variables were used in the equation to account for any area 
differences .in. peak cash requirement due to size or differences·,in 
operation.of local associations between regions. The intercept term 
of -3441.23 represents the adjustment for South Texas in the peak cash 
requ,irement. The regression coefficients for variables x6 and x7 
represent the additive effects when considering the Texas Plains 
region or Oklahoma, respectively. The standard error of the 
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regression coefficients are given in parenthesese 
Seventy-four percent of the variation of the dependent variable 
was explained by the regression analysis and this effect was signifi-
cantly different from zero at the .,05 probability level, with an F 
value of 24.05. Except for x1 , none of the regression coefficients 
are significantly different from zero at the .05 probability level. 
However the regression equation shows that the need for operating 
capital increases as annual volume of grain Cx1 ), total elevator 
storage capacity Cx2), percentage of annual volume of grain stored 
(x3), and percentage of annual volume of grain purchased at harvest 
Cx4 ) increase. Also, the operating capital requirements generally 
decrease by approximately $1400~00 as the percentage of annual volume 
of grain sold by the local for immediate·shipment Cx5) increases one 
percentage point. Thus, the regression coefficient signs appear to 
agree with normal expectations. 
B .. 2e2 Storage Space Utilization. Substantial differences existed 
in the storage capacities and types of storage used by the sampled 
cooperatives in the different regions (Table IX). Note that Oklahoma 
cooperatives have predominantly upright storage, whereas the Texas 
Plains cooperatives have more flat storage facilities. A possible 
explanation for the large percentage of flat storage facilities.in the 
Texas Plains is that over the last few years, more expansion may have 
occurred.in the plains region because of the development of irrigation 
resources in the region. Flat storage is less expensive than upright 
storage and offers storage space for additional supplies, e,.g., fertil-
izer, oil, tires and equipment, during the off-season. For this rea-
son and the fact that more structurally sound flat storage facilities 
·TABLE IX 
AVERAGE GRAIN STORAGE CAPACITY PER LOCAL COOPERATIVE 
AND THE PERCENTAGE OF CAPACITY ACCORDING 
Region 
TO UPRIGHT AND-FLAT STORAGE, 
BY REGION, IN 1973 
Storage Capacity 
Average 
Per 
Association Upright Flat 
(Thou. Bu.;s) 
771 
1,s50 
2,062 
970 
· -----·-Percent--------
Ok:lahorna 
Texas 
Texas Plains 
South Texas 
90 
52 
47 
71 
10 
48 
53 
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.are presently available as opposed to several years ago, recent expan-
siori,of grain storage facilities, especially in the Texas Plains, can-
sists more of the flat than the slip-form upright facilities. In 
additien, Table X shews the differences in operating space used fer 
grain storage by·sampledlecal associations in 1973, by region. On a 
volume basis, the Texas Plains on the average used 12 times more. 
operating·space for grq.in·stora.ge than Oklahooa er South Texas. 
Again, this can be attributed to the larger percentage of flat·storage 
in the Plains than.in the other regions. 
The bulk of the grq.in ·stored in operating storage space in ,.the 
Texas Plains was associated with the larger cooperative associations, 
as·illustrated in Table XLIII, Appendix B. 
Table XI illustrates some major differences byregien.in the per-
centage of storage space occupied by grain awned by the cooperative, 
and that occupied by grain that ~snot owned by·the cooperative. An 
TABLE X 
AVERAGE OPERATING SPACE USED FOR GRAIN STORAGE 
PER LOCAL ASSOCIATION IN 1973, 
Utilization 
Operating 
Space 
BY REGION AND STATE 
Oklahoma 
Texas 
as a 
Whole 
Texas 
Plains 
South 
Texas· 
·-----------------Bu.s------------------
3,068 30,803 37,314 3,827 
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average of 11 percent of the grain storage space available to Oklahoma 
cooperatives, when ·grain on hand was greatest .in 1973,. was filled with 
grain owned by the association. The sgmpled coop.eratives in the Texas 
Plains owned 30 percent of the stored grain when grain on hand was 
greatest. However, the cooperatives in South Texas owned an average 
of 78 percent of the grain stored in their facilities, when the grain 
on hand was greatest in .. 1973. This increase in the percentage of 
storage space per cooperative devoted to grain owned by the coopera-
tive association in South Texas supports earlier findings that South 
Texas producers contracted a large percentage of their grain.sorghum 
to local associations, much more than with the Texas Pla,i.ns·or:Oklahoma 
associations. However, all cooperatives on the average, regardless 
of region, had more than 90 percent of their owned grain under con-
tract in 1973. In contrast, more than 80 percent of the grain·stored 
but not owned by the locals was held on an open basis. 
The percentages of owned versus unowned grain stored by the local 
cooperative did va.ry somewhat according to the size of the 
TABLE :>a: 
PERCENTAGE DISTRJ::SUTION OF ·'!'HE SAMPLED ASSOCIATION'S 
GRAIN STORAGE CAPACITI:SS ACCORDING TO.LOCAL 
·COOPERATIVE GRAIN OWNERSHIP AND TITLE 
ARRANGEMENTS; BY REGION 
. Utilization 1 · Oklahoma 
Texas 
.. Plpins 
South 
Texas 
-----------Percent-----·-----
1. Grain,owned by the 
lOCq.l association: 11 30 78 
a. Hedged 0 1 0 
b.· Unhedged and 
Un.contracted 6 4 7 
c. · Contracted .94 .·.'5 93 
Total of Grain 0wned 100 100 100 
2. ·Grain·riot owned by·the 
.local asse>ciation: 89 70 · 22 
·a. Warehouse 
receipted 14 9 17 
b~ ·Open 81 83 83 
c. ·Grain Bank 2 1 
d~ c.c.c. a 4 
·e. Terrni~l or 
Processor 3 3 
Total of Grain Not CMned 100 100 100 
·Total of all Grain ,100 100 10.0 
a/ 
--.c.c.c. accounts for less ·than 1 percent of the 
storage space utilized by·grain not.owned by the ceopera-
tive. 
cooperative. The. lq.rger ceoperatives tended to contract more of 
their own·grain (Appendix B, Table XLIV). 
c. Sale of Local Cooperative Grain 
This section.is deveted ta the. sale of loe~.l cooperative pur-
chased grain - the methods involved, gross margins received, the 
frequency.·of price bids received for ·grain, protection a~inst risk 
of price changes, and contractaal arrangements. 
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Texas and Oklahoma.local cooperatives sell grain to many differ-
ent independent associations as·well as to regional grain,cooperatives. 
The two regional grc;l,in cooperatives of primary.importance in the area 
are Producers Grain Corpora·l:ion of Amarillo, Texas, and Union Equity 
of Enid, Oklahoma. 
c.l Grain Commitment 
One of the most important areas of interest in cooperative grain 
marketing is the commitment of grain to the regional cooperative. 
Figure 3 illustrates the local associations' cemmitment of grain in 
.. 1973 to the regiona.l cooperatives in Oklahoma and Texas along with 
the number of local associations marketing each grain. All of the 
local associations have been doing business with the regional for 
' 
over 25 years except·with soybeans in the Texas Plains. Local associ-
·ations in the Plains have been.marketing seybeans, a relatively new 
cash crop to the area, for an average of 15 years. South Texas was 
not shown separately-in Figure 3 since those loeal associations only 
marketed grain sorghum, 72 percent of which was cemmitted to the 
regional. 
Figure 3 shows that 95 . percent and";?74 · percent . of the wheat 
handled by Oklahoma and Te~as Plains2 sampled local associations, 
respectively, were committed to the regional cooperative. Hswever, 
Texas Plains locq.l cooperatives far exceeded Oklahoma cooperatives 
2For gri;i.ins other than grain ,sorghum in·.Figure 3, Texas Plains 
is appropriate since South Texas sampled cooperatives only market 
grain ·.sorghum .. 
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in their percentage conunitment of the other five grains to the regional 
cooperative. 
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Figure :, 3 a The Average Percentage of Grain Volume 
Handled by Local Associations Conunit-
ted to Regional Cooperatives in 1973, 
a by Grain and State 
~ 
13 
Oats 
~The numbers within the bar graph refer to the 
number of local cooperatives involvedo 
The percentage of grain comitted to the regional cooperative gen-
erally decreased on the average, particularly for Oklahoma coopera-
tives, as the size of the local associations increased (Table XLV, 
Appendix B). 
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Ce2 Gross Margins 
Marketing practices, distance to market, and many,other factors 
affect the gross margins received in the sale of grain. Table XII 
illustrates gross margins received by the local for the various grains, 
along with the number of local associations dealing with each grain in 
each region. The gross margins were very similar between regions 
except for wheat and soybeans. On the average, 0klahoma local associa-
·tions received·lB.8 cents per bushel as gross margin for-wheat ·whereas 
Texas Plains sampled local associations received 27.1 cents per bushel. 
And Oklahoma and the Texas Plains associations, on the average, 
received 32.7 cents and 25.8 cents per bushel, respectively., for soy-
beans. ·wide variations in gross margins are prevalent by size of the 
local cooperatives. When a trend was apparent in the gross margins by 
size of cooperative, the lower gross margins were usually associated 
with the smaller size cooperatives., e.g., the Texas Plains wheat gross 
margins increased with cooperative size (Table XLVI, Appendix B). 
C.3 Grain :aids 
----
Loc~l cooperatives' managers used several sources of information 
in arriving at their quoted board price for grain. Tables XIII and 
XIV illustrate these sources and how the managers of the associations 
in Oklahoma and Texas, respectively, ·. ranked them · according ta their 
influence on the quoted gr~in prices. As would be expected the grain 
merchandiser bid was the most impertant source, follewed by ··either a 
competitor's bid or "local demand," dependin.g on the·grain and region. 
The futures market report received a high ranking for wheat and soy-
beans. 
Location 
TABLEXII 
AVERAGE GROSS OPERATING MARGINS AND TI:!E NUMBER OF LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS 
MARKETING EACH GRAIN IN 1973, BY REGION 
Wheat Sor~hurn Corn Barley_ Sozbeans Oats 
c._------------------------------~---Cents---•-------------------------
Oklahoma (31) a 18 .. 8 {31) 16.0 (20) 
Texas Pl~ins (29) 27 .. 1 (28) 20.0 (26) 
south Tex,fs C7) · (0) 15.3 ( 7) 
16.1 {8) 
20 .. 3 (12) 
(0) 
22.5 {27) 
20.4 (10) 
(0) 
32.7 (4) 
25 .8 '(13") 
(0) 
18.4 {22) 
14.3 (6) 
,(O) 
YNt.1mbers in parentheses indicate the number of local associations marketing respec-
tive grains. 
w 
00 
TABLE XIII 
SOURCES OF GRAIN PRICE INFORMATION RANKED.ACCORDING TO INFLUENCE 
ON OKLAHOMA LOCAL COOPERATIVE QUOTED PRICES IN 19731 BY GRAIN 
Source of 
39 
Informationa Wheat Sorghum Corn Barley Soybeans Oats 
Grain merchandiser 
bid 1 .1 2 
Processor bid 
Cash grain 
broker bid 
Futures market 
report 
Instruction from 
4 
2 
·parent firm 4 
Advisory service 7 
Competitors' bid 
Local demand 
b Other 
3 
4 
8 
6 
4 1 
5 5 
3 
2 
7 
2 1 2 
5 
4 
5 
3 
1 
7 
3 
2 
3 
4 
5 
3 
1 
al 
- The most important source is given a rank of 1. 
£!The other sources of board price quotes referred to here are: 
(1) truck bid, {2) feedlot bid, and {3) supply and demand situation. 
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TABLE XIV 
SOURCES OF GRAIN PRICE INFORMATION RANKED ACCORDING.-TO INFLUENCE 
ON TEXAS LOCAL COOPERATIVE QUOTED PRICES IN 1973, BY GRAIN 
Source of 
Information a Wheat Sorghum Corn Barley Soybeans Oats 
Grain Merchandiser 
bid ,l 1 1 2 1 1 
Processor 1?id 5 5 6 5 4 
Cash grain 
broker bid 3 3 4 4 2 4 
Futures ma,rket 
report 4 5 5 5 5 
Instruction from 
parent firm 
Advisory,service 7 
Competitor's pid 2 4 3 3 3 3 
Local demand 6 2 2 1 2 
Other b 7 7 6 
a/ 
- The most important source is given a rank of 1. 
l?,/The other sources of board price quotes referred to here are: 
(1) truck l:?id, (2) feedlot bid, and (3} supply and demand situation. 
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Table XV shows the average number of grairi price bids received 
for each grain by sampled local cooperatives from a grain merchandiser 
per hour, day and week ¢luring.the peak ef the harvesting season. Also 
included is the number of associations receiving grain price bids. A 
majorityof lecal associations from both state samples, received price 
bids on a daily basis. Very few coeperatives in either state received 
price :t;,ids on only a.weekly basis. There was a tendency for the 
lc!,rger associations to receive grc1.in bids mere frequently than smaller 
associations, as shown,in Table XLvrr, Appendix B. Managers ef the 
larger cooperatives were more agressive in keeping abreast of grain 
price changes because.they·received or inquired about grain price l;,ids 
more frequen~ly than did managers of the smaller cooperatives. 
TABLE XV 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF GRAIN PRICE BIDS PER HOUR, DAY, AND 
WEEK RECEIVED BY LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS FROM GRAIN 
MERCHANDISERS IN 1973 AND THE NUMBER OF LOCAL 
ASSOCIATIONS RECEIVING THOSE GRAIN BIDS, 
BY GRAIN AND STATE 
Oklahoma Texas 
Hour Day Week Hour Day 
Grain N B N B N B N B N B 
. Wheat 5 5 26 11 0 4 2 23 5 
Sorghum l 3 .16 l 4 1 4 l 28 5 
Corn 0 4 1 0 3 2 9 4 
Bc!.rley 1 3 23 l 3 2 2 2 5 l 
Soybeans l 3 3 2 l l 2 2 .11 4 
Oats l 3 16 l 4 l 2 2 3 3 
~N refers to the number of cooperatives reporting the 
respective price pido B refers to the average price bids 
received per specified time period. 
·week 
N B 
l l 
l l 
l l 
3 2 
l 1 
2 l 
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C .. 4 Protection Again,~t ~:2!_.Price ChaI19;1e 
The.method of price protec:t:ionmest'co~only used by gr9-in associ-
ation management was the sale of a cash contract·with the region.q.l 
cooperative or other grain firms (Taple XV!). The use of futures mar-
ket hedging was reported by only two cooperatives in Oklahoma. The 
lack of hedging in the futures market rnc;l.y be due to a .. lack of informa-
tion about the operations of the futures market, the margin require-
ments ass0ciated with futures market trao.ing, and/or restriction.in 
the firms' bylaws. Cooperative association managers indicated that 
forwarci' contracting with another · grc;1.irf firm . offered . more security than 
hedging.in the futures market. 
1. 
2~ 
3'". 
. ' 
4 .. 
TABt,E XV:C 
NUMBER OF SAMPLED LOCAL COOPERATIVES USDJ'G PRICE 
PROTECTION METHODS IN 1973, BY REGION 
·.Texas 
Oklahoma Plains 
N0 methed 1 1 
Hedge in the futures market 2 0 
Sell a cash contract·with 
another grain-firm 12 18 a . 
0 1 Other 
Total Reporting· ,15 20 
South 
Texas 
0 
0 
6 
·0 
6 
·.21The other method referred to here is selling a cash con-
tract with a feedJ,et. 
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c .. s Methods of Sale 
----· .-, ·----
Various methods of selling grain can be used by local cooperative 
grain.elevators. They can; · 1) reta,11 grain back'·to farmers for feed 
or as whole grain, 2) sell to a grain.merch~ndiser at an agreed price 
with delivery stipulations at specified time periods, 3) po61 their 
· . 
3 ai ];" i t grain, or 4) ebnsign their .grain. No gr n, p()0. ·ing ~r '.cons gnnten 
methods, however, W(i'!re employed by any·sampled associations. Tal:>les 
XVII, XVIII, and XIX.illustrate for·the three regions that in 1973 
most grain was sold on a target delivery contract,. i.e., an agreed 
price with specified delivery.periods. Oklahoma and the Texas Plains 
sampled associations sold wheat in a similar manner, however, a 
greater percentage of the grain sorghum sold in Oklahoma.was sold to 
farmers (89 percent) than was the case in the Texas Plains (20 per-
cent), or South Texas Cl percent). This difference in:producer·gra.in 
' sorghum buying can be attributed to the differences in production.of 
grain ,sorgh'wn. in .the three regions,.· i.e., on the average, Oklahoma, 
the Texas Plains, and South Texas.local associations marketed 59,321, 
978,022 and l,2;1.0,969 bushels of gra.in sorghum, respectively,. in.1973. 
Ca6 Contractual Arrangements 
Table XX:illustrates the percentage use of specific alternative 
contractm,1.l arrangements by ,the local associations when·. selling grain 
' ' 
,· 
to other gra,in .firms. Locals can sell their grain.in various ways, 
depending on manageriql preferent:e. '-Grain'' elevators can "aontraet for 
3consignment grain sales refer to grain·sales on a commission 
basis. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
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TABLE XVII 
PERCENTAGES OF GRAIN SOLD BY VARIOUS METHODS USED BY OKLAHOMA 
LOCAL COOPERATIVES IN 1973, BY GRAIN 
Method of Sales :Wheat SGrghum Corn Barley Soybeans Oats 
----------------~--Percent------------------
Retailed back to 
farmers as whole 
grain or in feed a 89 100 84 0 86 
Sold at agreed price 
for sh,ipment: 
(1) Immediately 
(on track,or 
to arrive), 
up to 15days 56 ·7 © 5 75 3 
(2) 15 te 30 days 12 0 0 8 8 3 
(3) After 30 days 28 3 0 2 17 7 
Other b 3 0 0 0 0 1 
Total C 99 99 100 99 100 100 
!Y:i;,ess than 1 percent 
.!?/The other methods of sales referred t0 here are: (1) stored 
with the regional cooperative, (2) sold at agreed price for shipment 
with no time stipulation, and (3) grain bank. 
s'columns·of data may not add to roo because of rounding,error. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
TASl:,E XVIII 
PERCENTAGES OF GRAIN SOLD BY VARIOUS METHODS 
USED BY TEXAS PLAINS LOCAL COOPERATIVES 
IN 1973, BY GRAIN · 
45 
Method of Scl,les Wheat Sorghum Corn ijarley Soybeans Oats 
-------------------Percent------------------
Retailed back to 
farmers as whole 
gr~in or in feed 4 20 4 39 6 62 
Sold at agreed·price 
for·shipment: 
(1) Immediately 
(on.track or 
to arrive}, 
up to 15 days 59 16 ·3'2 27 43 28 
{ ...... 
(2) 15 to 30 days 25 19 25 0 14 0 
(3) After 30 days 12 46 38 34 36 10 
Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total a .100 101 99 100 99 100 
.2."columns of data may not add to 100 because of rounding error. 
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TABLE XIX 
PERCENTAGES OF GRAIN SOLD BY VARIOUS METHODS USED 
BY SOUTH TEXAS LOCAL COOPERATIVES 
Method of Sc,.les 
1. Retailed back to 
farmers as whole 
gr~in or in feed 
2. Sold at agreed price 
for shipment: 
(1) Immediately 
Con.track er 
to arrive), 
up to 15 days 
(2) 15 to 30 days 
(3) After 30 days 
3., Other 
Total 
IN 1973; BY GRAIN 
Wheat Sorghum Corn Barley Soybeans Oats 
-------------------Percent------------------
1 
21 
42 
36 
0 
100 
Location 
Oklahoma 
Texas Plains 
South.Texas 
TABLE XX 
.PERCENTAGE USE OF ALTERNATIVE CONTRACTUAL ARRANGEMENTS 
BY LOCAL ASSOCIA-TIONS IN T".tIB MERCHANDISING 
OF GRAIN, BY REGION IN 1973 
Specific Grade Target Delivery Multiple Shipments 
. Na 
Percei."'.l.tage Percentage . P.erc.enta.g.e. .. 
Use N Use N Use 
4 32 30 92 4 31 
5 52 19 94 3 67 
2 8 3 97 2 55 
~/N refers to tne number of cooperatives involved in the contract method. 
N 
2 
7 
4 
utner 
.. p_~_c..entag~ 
Use 
40 
93 
71 
b/ . 
- The other methods of contractual arrang~ents. referred to here are: (1) open sales 9 
(2) advanced payments (borrowed money on cars), and (3) target delivery without premiums if 
delivery is earlye 
~ 
-...J 
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a specific grade and/or utilize a contract·which specifies a price and 
delivery date and allows for premiums or discount~ for early-or late 
deliverye Elevators can also ~tilize multiple shipment contracts over 
a .specified time period1 which might encompass the other twe metheds. 
Agi:l.in, one sees.that target delivery·contractingwas the most commonly 
used contractual arrangement (Table XX). The most frequently·used con-
tractual arrangement in .the 'other' category was target delivery·with-
out the granting of premiums for early-delivery. Minor differences in 
contractual arrangements e:i_cisted between .greup sizes as illustrated in 
,Table XLVI:t:i: of Appendix B. However,.target delivery is the most fre-
quently used contractual arrangement regardless of size of cooperative 
and region. 
Do Summary 
Two major areas of grain marketing are emphasized.,.in thj,s chapter. 
The first deals with marketing.practices and patterns in the purchase 
and transfer of grain from the producer to·the local cooperative gr~in 
,elevator. Wheat and grain sorghum were shown ta be the principal crops 
grown,in Oklahoma.and the Texas Plains, and grain .sorghum was the only 
:! 
·grain handled by the South Texas sampled .local associations. ''l'h,ose 
methods of purchasing grain used most often.in,1973 in Oklahoma and the 
Texas Plains were: 1) traditional cash purchase at harvest, and 2) 
stored for the farmer and purchased later. In South Texas the most 
frequently used methods·were traditional cash purchase at harvest and 
contracted prior to harvest for delivery and payment at harvest. 
A relatively small use of delayed pricing contracting arrange-
ments .occurred in,the sample. Of the contracting that did take place, 
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standard volume arrangements with delivery at harvest were predominant. 
Operating capital for periods of peak operation for the loca.l 
associations was obtained from several sources .. The Bank for Coopera-
tives supplied South Texas and the Texas Plains associations with most 
of their peak cash requirement while Oklahoma cooperatives relied more 
heavily on,farmers delivering grain under d~layed payment·arrangements. 
Regression an1;3.lysis was used to measure possible relationships 
between .. the amount · of operating · capi t:al required by.· local associations 
during peak operational periods and seven,independent variables. The 
variables were: .1) annucl,l vo:j.ume of grain hanciled by·the association, 
2) elevator storage capacity, 3) percentage of annual volume of grain 
stored, 4) percentage of annual volume of grain purchased at harvest, 
and 5) percentage of annual volume of grain sold for immediate ship-
ment .. Two durruny vairab,les were used to·account for differences due to 
region,locaticm~ The regression equation explained 74 percent of the 
variationin peak operating cc;1,pital among local cooperatives. All non-
dummyvariables exhipited a positive relationship with peak capital 
requirements except for the percentage of annual volume of grain sold 
immediately .. 
The occurrence of flat as epposed to upright grain storage facili-
ties in the sample varied greatlyaccording·te> location$ Texas Plains 
local cooperatives utilized flat storage facilities more than·coopera-
tives in the other regions, possibly because the .facilities were of a 
more recent vintage. 
Of the storage space utilized by,local associations when grain.on 
hand was greatest in 1973, a.larger portion of the stored grain was 
owned by the association in South Texas as opposed to the Texas Plains. 
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Oklahoma associations owned the least percentage of stored grain of the 
three regions' cooperatives. This phenomenon reflects the greater 
usage of contracts,in South Texas than,in ,the ether two regions. 
'The second area,emphasized in,this 'Chapter dealt with ',the sale of 
\ 
local cooperative grain. Analysis revealed ,that cooperatives in Okla-
homa and Texas committed 95 percent and 74 percent respectively,,of 
their handled wheat to the regional cooperative. South Texas associa-
t;ions committed 72 percent of their grain,sorghum to the regional while 
Oklahoma and the Texas Plains atsociations committed 6 p~cent and 58 
percent,. respectively, to the regional.. 
The major difference in gross margins between,regions was the 
difference received by Oklahoma and the Texas Plains associations for 
their wheat, i.e .. ,.18.8 cents and 27ol cents, respectively. 
The three most influential methods in arriving at the quoted board 
grain,prices for local cooperatives were: 1) grain merchandiser b,id, 
2) competitor's b,id, and 3) local demand. The major method used by the 
sampled associations to protect profits.from the risk of price fluctua-
tion,was fo.i::ward cash contractingo 
With respect to the method of grain sales, target delivery was the 
most highly used contractual arrangement in ,1973 for the sale of l0cal 
c0operative grain,, ·The main.distinction between cantract methods is 
that the contracts often.do not all0111 for premiums for eqrly deliveryo 
CHAPTER IV 
VERTICAL COORDINATION BETWEEN LOCAL AND 
REGIONAL COOPERATIVES IN THE HANDLING 
AND MERCHANDISING OF GRAIN 
A. Existing Coordinating Arrangements 
Chapter III contains a discussion and analysis of marketing prac-
tices and patterns as they.exist in .the cooperative grain marketing 
industries in Oklahoma and Texas~ The actual coordination and imple-
mentation of these practices, however, are not reac:lily seen by people 
other ·than those who are actively involved with the·grain.marketing 
.process .. Discussion within this chapter is directed.toward the efforts 
of locals and regionals in coordinat:ing a vertically oriented grain 
marketing system. Emphasis is placed on contractual arrangements be-
tween.the local and regional, the potential for earning premiums for 
following various marketing practices with the regional, and provisions 
for short term credit .. Also analyzed q.re the availal:;>ility and import-
ance of marketing services, the influence selected marketing decision 
factors have on the manager's decision of with whom he markets grain, 
and the performance of the regionc;i.l cooperative in providing•services. 
The chapter concludes with ap analysis of the grain commitment to the 
regional and the general attitudes of the local cooperative manager 
toward the regional cooperative with whom he markets grain. 
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Acl Contractual Arrangements 
No breakdown between regional cooperatives and independent buyers 
was made in this study pertaining.to contractual arrangements from local 
associationso However, the contractual arrangements between local co-
operatives and buyers of their grain discussed in Chapter III are 
assumed to be associated at least in part with the regiona.l cooperative 
considering the commitment of grainlocal associations ma.de inl973 to 
the regional cooperative. For instance, 95 percent of the wheat 
handled by associations in Oklahoma was committed to the regional, thus 
the contractual arrangements discussed in Chapter III substantially 
pertain to the regiona,l cooperative with wheat in Oklahoma. Most local 
cooperative managers contract grain,to grain buyers on a. target deliv-
ery basis, i .. e., price and delivery.date are specified with the pre-
miums or discounts for ea.rly or late delivery. 
A .. 2 Premiums .!2£ Mq.rketingServ:ices 
One means of acquiring closer coordination and commitment from 
local cooperatives is for the regiona,l cooperative to issue premiums 
for marketing practices that .affect business volume and operations. 
Table XXI illustrates the responses of local managers as to whether 
premilws were available from the regional cooperative if certain mar-
keting.practices were followed., With one exception, 4 most managers did 
not feel premiums could :be obtained for'the practices.listed .. For 
4Managers in the Texas Pla.ins were aloo1'lt evenly divided in their 
response as to whether or not a premium for the delivery of high 
protein wheat was available in 1973 .. 
L 
TABLE XXI 
LOCAL COOPERATIVE MANAGER RESPONSES, BY REGION 
ON THE OPPORTUNITY FOR PREMIUMS FROM THE 
REGI@NAit,.COOPERA'lmVE.·WI-:IEN. VARIOUS 
MARKETING PRACTICES ARE FOLLOWED 
Marketing OKLAHOMA TEXAS PLAINS SOUTH TEXAS 
Practices No No No 
Premium Premium Premium Premium l;'remium Premium 
---~-------------Frequency of Response----------------~--
Sale in large volumes 
and round lots 0 31 1 28 2 5 
2. · Forward contracting with 
regional for future de-
livery of cash grains 8 23 7 22 o· 7 
3. Pooling 0 30 0 29 0 7 
4, Multiple Shipment 1 30 0 29 0 7 
5, Delayed Pricing 3 28 2 27 0 7 
6. Rapid Delivery of Grain 4 27 2 27 0 7 
7. Immediately contracting 
with the regional all 
elevator purchased grain 3 28 1 28 0 7 
8. Storage of grain for the 
regional 1 30 2 27 0 7 
9. Sale of consistently 
high quality grain 6 25 6 23 1 6 
10, Long history of a good 
business relationship 1 30 2 27 1 6 
11. Delayed Shipment 5 26 6 23 2 5 
12. Sale of high protein 
grain 8 23 15 14 0 7 
Vl 
w 
example, 23 managers in Oklahoma responded that a.premium was not 
available for fo:i::ward contracting future delivery of cash grain with 
the regiomil. H0Wever,. eight managers felt that a premium could be 
obtained. 
Provision for Short Term Credit 
·--· ' 
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Often,the local cooperative has the privilege of :qorrowing capita.l 
from a regiomi.l cooperative on grain the loca.l has purchased from pro-
ducers. Regionals provided credit to lomi.ls who, on the average, had 
lower current ratios in ,.1973 (current assets/current liabilities) than 
other cooperatives, as shown,in Table xx;tio 
TABLE XXII 
COMPARISON OF FINAJ\TCIAL CURRENT RATIOS OF SAMPLED 
LOCAL GRAIN COOPERATIVES FOR FISCAL 1973, 
State 
Oklahoma 
':I'exas 
BY STATE, Al\TD BY USAGE OF REGIONAL 
COOPERATIVE CREDIT 
Financial 
Locals Using 
Regiona.l 
Coop Credit 
1.83 (4) 
L.52 (8) 
Current Ratios 
Locals Not Using 
Regio:r1al 
Coop Credit 
2.21 (22) 
5.01 (29) 
a/ 
- Numbers in parentheses refer to the number of 
loca.l grain associations involved. 
The provisions for short term credit by regional cooperatives 
were similar by state (Table XXIII)., Eight local cooperatives,.or 26 
TABLE XXIII 
PROVISIONS FOR SHOR'Il-TERM CREDIT 1 BY STATE 1 
IN THE MERCHANDISING OF GRAIN THROUGH 
THE REGIONAL COOPERATIVE 
Provisions 
The number of associations with whom 
the regional made short term credit 
provisions 
The number of associations obligated 
to sell this gr~in to the regional 
The number of associations charged 
an interest or discount rate 
The ihterest rate or discount rate 
charged on the average (in percent) 
Average length of credit arrangements 
(in months) 
Oklahoma (31) 
8 
3 
4 
9.0 
l 4/5 
a/ 
- The number of cooperatives in the sample. 
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Texas (36) a 
4 
3 
3 
9.2 
2 1/10 
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percent of the Sq.Inpled associations in Oklahoma, were extended short 
term credit from.their regional, while four (11 percent) of the Texas 
sampled associations were provided short·term·credit fram.their 
regional. About half of.the associations receiving this credit·were 
obligated to sell the grc;1.in.to the regional .. 
Local cooperative managers.were asked to rate a.list of marketing 
services,. which. included 'advances or short term credit.•, according to 
the influence the·seryice exerted on,with whom the loc~l manager 
marketed his grain. ·Eight af the 12 managers accepting credit from 
the regional cooperative rated this service a.905 or better but the 
service was not ranked in the 12 most influe:ro.tial services by·all 
sampled association managers. 
A.4 Marketing Services 
The numl:iler and quality.of marketing services provided the local 
cooperative by the regional c0operative is directly·associated with 
the coordination.of gr~in,marketing between the lacal and regianal 
cooperatives., Managers of local cooperatives were presented a .. list of 
marketing services and were asked.whether the service was available to 
them and· if it was free (Tables X)C[V and XXV) ... Also given, for the 
mc!,nagers who s~id the services were available,.is the number of man-
agers·who used.the seryices-and the percentage'of the time the service 
was used. An·area of interest here is the differences of opinion 
between.managers in each state as to the availability.of the services .. 
For example, eight managers of loc9-l cooperatives in,Texas felt .that 
5 
.The 1-99 ·scale was used, with 99 signifying ,a .service of most 
importance .. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10.· 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
TABLE XXIV 
THE AVAILABILITY OF .. .VARIOUS MARKETING SERVICES 
FROM THE REGIONAL, WHETHER THE SERVICE IS 
FREE, AND IT'S FREQUENCY OP USE BY 36 
TEXAS LOCAL COOPERATIVES DJ 1973 
Is Service Is Service 
Available? Free? 
Don't 
Yes No Know Yes No 
Don't 
Know 
Frequency of Response Frequency of Response 
Rail car scheduling 10 22 4 10 0 0 
Truck scheduling 15 18 3 15 0 0 
Barge scheduling 0 32 4 - - -
Advice on rail freight rates 
and tariffs 28 7 1 28 0 0 
Market information 35 1 0 35 0 0 
Brokerage services 10 22 4 7 1 2 
Grain hedging services 8 22 6 4 3 1 
Auditing and/or billing services 9 23 4 5 3 1 
Financial planning assistance 16 15 5 14 0 2 
Assistance with stock and bond 
sales and credit procurement 10 18 8 9 1 0 
Investment opportunities 17 16 3 17 0 0 
Engineering assistance 12 21 3 11 1 0 
Public relations assistance 25 9 2 25 0 0 
Management and personnel 
training programs 18 14 4 11 7 0 
Board of director development 
programs 18 17 11 18 0 0 
District informational meetings 
directed toward your problems 
and needs 31 5 0 31 0 0 
District informational meetings 
directed toward the regional's 
operation 33 3 0 32 1 0 
!!/The numbers in parentheses refer to the number of managers using the service. 
Average 
Frequency 
. of Usea 
Percent of 
Time 
34 (7) 
46 (10) 
-
(O) 
91 (22) 
92 (35) 
100 (3) 
100 (2) 
100' (4) 
69 (9) 
33 (7) 
29 (9) 
67 (6) 
83 (19) 
52 (14) 
69 (15) 
84 (29) 
85 (31) 
U1 
...J 
TABLE XXV 
THE AVAILABILITY OF VARIOUS MARKETING SERVICES FROM THE REGIONAL, 
WHETHER THE SERVICE·IS FREE, AND IT'S FREQUENCY OF USE BY 
31 OKLAHOMA LOCAL COOPERATIVES, TIJ 1973 
Is Service Is Service 
Available? Free? 
Average 
Don't Don't Frequeniy 
Yes No Know Yes No Know of Use 
Percent of 
Freq~ency of Response Frequency of Response Time 
1. Rail car scheduling 8 20 3 8 0 0 54 (7) 
2. Truck scheduling 27 4 0 27 0 0 65 (21) 
3. Barge scheduling 2 26 3 2 0 0 
-
(O) 
4. Advice on rail freight rates 
and tariffs 27 2 0 29 0 0 97 (28) 
5. Market information 31 0 0 31 0 0 98 (31) 
6. Brokerage services 26 2 3 10 10 6 34 (8) 
7. Grain hedging services 25 1 5 11 7 7 3 (2) 
8. Auditing and/or billing services 22 8 1 6 15 1 72 (8) 
9. Financial planning assistance 16 11 4 12 3 1 72 (6) 
10_. Assistance with stock and bond 
sales and credit procurement 9 14 8 7 0 2 70 (3) 
11. Investment opportunities 29 1 1 25 1 3 52 (20) x·~· 
12. Engineering assistance 13 12 6 12 0 1 30 (6) 
13. Public relations assistance 27 3 1 25 1 1 73 (25) 
14. Management and personnel 
training programs 22 6 3 12 9 1 74 (19) 
15. Board of director development 
programs 22 6 3 20 2 0 84 (18) 
16. District informational meetings 
directed toward your problems 
and needs 28 2 1 27 0 1 91 (27) 
17. District informational meetings 
directed toward the regional's 
operation. 30 1 0 30 0 0 86 (30) 
!!I The numbers in parentheses refer to the number of managers using the service. Ul 
ro 
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grair::i..hedging services were available while 22 managers stated that 
such services were r;i.ot available and six managers did not know (Table 
XXIV, Question 7). Of the eight managers responding that the regional 
provided grain · .. hedging services, four felt the service was . free and two 
managers used it 100 percent of the time. 6 Oklahoma managers exhibited 
similar differences·in.their information on regiona.l cooperative ser-
vices. Responses to question,15 in Table XXV reveal that 22 Oklahoma 
cooperative managers felt that board of director development programs 
were availaple from the regional cooperative. ~ix managers stated that 
this service was not available and three did not know.. Of the 22 man-
agers stating the service was available, 20 felt that the service was 
free and two sa.id it was not free. Eighteen of the managers used the 
service an average of 84 percer::i.t of maximum. 
The services used most extensively by at least 20 cooperative man-
agers in eachregion,were (1) a.dvice on rail freight rates and tariffs, 
(2) market information, and (3) district informational meetings (Tables 
XXIV, XXV). Grq,in hedging services were 1.:1.sed by very few local cooper-
ative managerso 
The differences in responses of managers, by.state, a.re illus-
trated more clea.rly by expressing.in.percentage terms the responses on 
the av<l,ilability of services (Taple XXVI),, For example, 87 perc~nt 
and 42 percent of the sampled cooperative ma.nagers from Oklahoma and 
'I'exa.s, respectively, stated that truck scheduling was an available 
service from their regional cooperative in.1973. Also,. 71 percent and 
50 percent of the interviewed mg.nagers in Oklahoma and Texas, 
~~' .. ,, 
6. 
The frequency.of use is.expressed as a percentage of the maximum 
that the manager could have 1.:1.sed the service .. 
·l. 
.2. 
'3. 
4. 
.5. 
,6. 
7. 
80 
9. 
10. 
.. 11 .. 
12. 
13. 
. 14. 
15., 
16. 
17. 
TABLE XXVI 
· PERCENTAGE OF SAMPLED COOPERATIVES SIGNIFYING AN 
AVAILABILITY OF REGIONAL COOPERAT~VE 
SERVICES TO LOCAL COOPERATIVES, 
BY STATE, IN,1973 
Oklahoma 
------Percent-----
Rail car scheduling 
Truck scheduling 
Bq.rge ··scheduling 
Advice on ,.ra,il f'reight rates · 
and tariffs 
·Market information 
Brokerage services 
Grain,hedging,services 
Auditing and/or :qilling,services 
·Financial planning assistance 
Assistance·with.stock and bend 
sales and credit procurement 
·Invest;ment oppertunities 
·Engineering·. assistance 
· Public relations as.sistance 
Management and personnel 
training.programs 
Board of director development 
·programs 
District·information~l meetings 
directed toward.your pro:p.].ems 
and needs 
.District informational meetings 
directed toward the .regional 1s 
operation 
26 
.87 
,6 
94 
100 
84 
81 
71 
52 
29 
,94 
42 
87 
'71 
71 
90 
97 
28 
42 
0 
78 
97 
·28 
22 
25 
44 
28 
47 
33 
69 
50 
SQ 
86 
.92 
60 
61 
respectively,.stated that truck scheduling was an available service 
from their regional cooperative in,1973. Also, 71 percent and 50 per-
cent of the interview~d managers in Oklahorrta·and Tex&s, respectively, 
stated that management andpersonn,el training programs were available 
from the regio:ng.l cooperative. ·In· generg.l, a 1').~;gher percentage of 
cooperative managers in Oklahoma.stated that the listed services were 
available to them than.did the managers of Texas cooperatives. 
Ch,i-squc).re an<;ilysis rejected at the .. 01 level the null hypothesis 
of no difference in managers' responses from different states to the 
availab,ilityof mg.rketing services., The difference in response may,be 
due.to different services provided by.regional cooperatives serving.the 
two states,.or by a,lack of understanding on ,the part of local managers 
of the services availabJ..e in each state .. 
Each manager rated the services·listed·in Table XXVI according to 
their importance in.1973 and expected importance in.1978, using the 
1-99 scale with99 sigrµfying the highest possible score of importance 
~Tab,le XXV:C[}.. On .the average, 911 managers J.nterviewed felt that the 
services listed will increase in importance from 1973 ta 1978, with 
possiJ:;ile exceptions of barge scheduling {especia,llyin•Texas), and 
ma,rket information .. These services were rated extremely unimportant 
and.important 7 respectively, in,1973,·a,llowing for little change toward 
the extremities of the scale., 
Fina,lly,.the list of services were ranked according to their 
importance .in.1973 a,s rated by,local cooperative managers in Oklahoma, 
Texas·Plains, and South Texas {Figures 4, s, 6). Market information 
,was the most important service to managers regardless of region .. 
Freight rate assistance and informational meetings were ranked next in 
TABLE XXVII 
THE IMPORTANCE TO LOCAL COOPERATIVE MANAGERS OF VARIOUS REGIONAL COOPERATIVE 
. MARKETING SERVICES IN 1973 AND EXPECTED IN l\978 BY REGIONa 
. :· 
. OKLAHOMA TEXAS PLAINS SOUTH.TEXAS 
Areas of Service 1973 1978 1973 1978 1973 1978 
1. Rail car scheduling 45 60 68 74 12 32 
2. Truck scheduling 64 74 50 58 32 51 
3. Barge scheduling 36 43 14 14 9 9 
4. Advice on rail freight rates 
and tariffs 82 83 76 .BO 15 37 
5, Market information 95 95 98 98 89 96 
6. Brokerage. services 28 37 20 21 33 35 
7, Grain hedging services 23 38 6 12 22 63 
8. Auditing and/or billing services 45 49 34 37 26 33 
9. Financial planning assi.stance 50 60 48 52 32 58 
10. Assistance with stock and bond 
sales and credit procurement 39 44 18 20 36 42 
11.. Investment opportunities 41 44 5 5 17 29 
12. Engineering assistance 24 41 25 26 JO 49 
13, Public relations assistance 50 58 56 59 48 70 
14, Management and personnel 
training programs 49 62 49 50 44 70 
15, Board of director deveiopment 
programs 50 59 52 54 42 63 
16. District informational meetings 
directed t.oward your problems 
and needs 67 73 72 73 63 70 
17. District informational meetings 
concerning theregional's 
operations 77 78 72 73 63 70 
-
!!I The numbers originat.ed from a 1-99 rating· .scale with a 99 rating signifying the highest 
possible importance. · · 
m 
!\:I 
Se.rvices 
1. Market information 
2. Advice on rail freight 
rates and tariffs 
3. District·informational 
meetings concerning the 
regionals operations 
4. District informational 
meetings directed toward 
your problems and needs 
s. Truck scheduling 
6. ·Financial planning 
assistance 
7. Board of director devel-
opment programs 
8. Public relations 
assistance 
9. Management and personnel 
training programs 
10. Rail car scheduling 
11. Auditing and/or billing 
services 
12. Investment opportunities 
13a Assistance with stock 
and bond sales and 
credit procurement 
14 .. Barge scheduling 
15 .. · Brokerage services 
16. Engineering assistance 
17. Grain hedging services 
l 10 20 
Scale of Importancea 
30 40 so 60 70 80 90 
b 
t::::~>.;":::~·=·1· a ~~;~ ... ®~ ::: 
· .. ----·----------=-· 
0 
15 
16 
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Figure 4. The Importance to Oklahoma Managers of Various 
Marketing Services in 1973 and Expected in 
1978. 
63 
99 
~/A scale of 1-99 was used with 99 signifying the highest possible 
importance .. 
£/These numbers correspond to the list of services. 
Services 
. a 
Scale of Importance 
1. Market information 
2. Advice on rail freight 
rates and tariffs 
3. District informational 
meetings directed toward 
your problems and needs 
4. District informational 
meetings concerning the 
regionals performance 
5. Rail car scheduling 
6. Public relations 
assistance 
7. Board of director devel-
b 
2 
' 
t--'--"----'--~-~ 
opment programs M@{I 
8. Truck scheduling 
9. Management and personnel t-""'-----------U 
training programs 
10. Financial planning 
assistance 
11. Auditing and/or billing 
services 
12. Engineering assistance 
13. Brokerage services 
14. Assistance and stock 
and bond sales and 
credit procurement 
15. Barge scheduling 
16. Grain hedging services 
13 
15 
19730 
1978-
1 7. Investment opportunities .____1_7 _____________ ~----
Figure 5. The importance to Texas Plains Managers of Various. 
Marketing Services in 1973 and Expected in 1978. · 
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~/A scale of 1-99 was used with 99 signifying the highest possible 
importance • 
.£!These numbers correspond to the list of services. 
1. 
2 .. 
3. 
4 .. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
8 .. 
9o 
10 .. 
11 .. 
12. 
130 
14 . 
15 .. 
16. 
170 
Services 
Market infonnation 
District infonnational 
meetings directed toward 
your problems and needs 
District infonnational 
meetings directed toward 
the regionals operatio~s 
Public relations 
assistance 
Management and personnel 
training .programs 
Board of director devel-
oprnent programs 
Assistance with stock 
and bond sales and 
credit procurement 
Brokerage services 
Financial planning 
assistance 
Truck scheduling 
Engineering assistance 
Auditing and/or billing 
services 
Grain hedging services 
·Investment opportunities 
Advice on rail freight 
rates and tc,U'iffs 
Rail car scheduling 
Barge scheduling 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
14 
a Scale of Importance 
- ----- ___ ]I 
____ ]I 
-·-- - -
rr=····1J ... J,,J 
1913D 
1978-
Figure 6. The Importance to South Te~s Managers of Various 
Marketing Services in 1973 and Expected in 1978 .. 
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~/A scale of 1-99 was used with 99 signifying the highest possible 
importance • 
. !2/ These numbers correspond to the list of services. 
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importance by·Oklahem.a and Texas Plains managers. Freight rate q.SSis-
tance was not c1,s important. to the South Texas managers. 
Figure 4 shows that for 1973, managers in Oklahoma ranked truck 
scheduling, management and personnel trai:o.ing.progrcµns, and rail 
scheduling, fifth, ninth, and tenth. ,in. importance, respectively,. How-
-ever, managers ranked the importance of these same services raigherin 
,1978, namely fourth, fifth, and seventh, respectively. Oklahoma man-
agers also felt.that .the importc:mce of engineering assistance and 
grain ,hedging. ~ervices would increase substantially by 1978. Similar 
responses were record~d by cooperative managers from the Texas Plains 
and South.Texas (Figures s, ~) • 
. The .nonparametric Spearman· rank correlation ,test ·was used to test 
the hypothesis that no correlation .. existed between the ranking of 
services between regions in.19730 The correlation coefficients are 
shown in•Table XXVIII. A.,coefficient Qf.l .. 00 represents perfect cG>r-
relat;ion·between two regions .. The 0klahoma-'I'exas Plains coefficient of 
...... 
.,875 was statistically,sign,ificant at the .oi level. Thus, the null 
hypothesis Qf no correlatd.G>n ,.in the rankings between ·those regions was 
rejected. Other region c0mbinations were less closely correlated but 
the correlation ·coefficients were still statistically significant at 
the .05 level. 
A.,5 Marketing Decision Factors 
.Besides t;he regional cooperative services just mentioned, local 
cooperatives have other critel::lia to consider when,deciding with whom 
and how they market their grain. Factors such as price, premiums and 
discount practices and time and manner of payment to the local are not 
TABLE XXVIII 
SPEARMAN RANK CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS'FOR 
IMPORTANCE OF SERVICES, BY REGION 
Oklahoma 
Texas Plains 
South Texas 
Oklahorqa 
1.00. 
Tex2s Plai,ns 
.875a 
1.00 
~Significant at'.l .percent level. 
£/significant.at s·perceht level. 
South Texas 
.490b 
b 
.488 
1.00 
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services as such, wt·are means by·which·regionals, cooperative or·non-
cooperative, cC>rtlpete for local association grain. 
The local association managers in the sample rated each.of 17 mar-
keting factors according to its influence en with whom the local grain 
cooperati.ve marketed its grain in 1973. Table XXCX shows, for each re-
gion, the ordinal ranking of the 12 highest rated factors, with numeral 
one signifying the most influential. The table also illustrates the 
average rank for all regions combined. · The rankings,., by·:'l."E!gion~ili':were 
relatively ··sirniia:r although· some differences were apparent.. For 
example, the highest rated facter fer ·each region wa·s different. In 
Oklahoma, .local cooperatives ranked •contractual arrangements for cash 
grain delivery' highest as compared to· 1price 1 for the Texas Plains 
and ·'-size of dividends, patronage refunds and inv:~strnent opportunities• 
for South Texas. "Coeperative loyalty•· was the second most important 
factor to sampled Oklahoma lecal cooperative managers, whereas the 
second most important factors for managers in the Texas Plains and 
South Texas were •source of market information• and •centractual 
TABLE XXIX 
RANKINGS OF MARKETING FACTORS ACCORDING ID INFLUENCE ON 
MANAGERIAL MARKETING DECIS!ONS IN 1973, BY·REGION 
·- .·<\_:' \-".,i~ .;~ ,<~·~c;~::.·_..~ 
Marketing Pactors 
1~ Price 
2~ Source of market information 
3o Cooperative loyalty 
4 .. Source offreqt:tent and consistent 
bids 
5., Contractual arrange..ments for cash 
grain delivery 
6. Time and manner af payment to the 
l.ocal 
7... Weights and measures 
8. Regional personnel expertise 
9. Terminal processor facilities 
10,, Premium.and.discount practices 
11~ Size of dividends 9 patronage 
refunds and investment opportuni-
ties 
r2·~- - All transpsrtation services 
:;; All 
Regions 
Cembined 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
·Oklahama 
7 
3 
2 
5 
1 
6 
9 
8 
4 
15 
12 
10 
Texas 
Plains 
1 
2 
4 
3 
8 
5 
9 
7 
10 
6 
11 
12 
South 
Texas 
6 
7 
8 
5 
2 
3 
11 
4 
9 
12 
1 
14 
0) 
ro 
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arrangements for cash grain delivery', respectively. 
It was hypothesized that .the relative rank of the decision factors 
was different for the three._regions. The Spearman rank cerrelation 
procedure was used to compute a rank correlation·coefficient for each 
combination of the three regions (Table XXX). The hypothesis of no 
correlation·was rejected at ·the .01 level for all combinations of 
regions. 
TABLE·XXX 
SPEARMAN RANK CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR 
REGION.RANKINGS OF FACTORS INFLUENCING 
MARKETING DECISIONSa 
·· Oklahoma Texas Plains South Texas 
Oklal').oma 
Texas Plains 
South Texas 
1.00 • 721 
1.00 
.640 
.650 
1.00 
~All coefficients were significant at the .01 level. 
However, the rankings of the decision factors by Oklahoma and 
Texas Plains managers were more correlated than the Oklahoma-South 
Texas or South Te:itas-Texas Plains combinations since the carrelation 
·coefficient for that region ·combination is closer to one. 
A.6 Regional Performance !!:.Providing 
.~' Marketing· :·Detisioh .Paators ·:•,,,,, 
Regional cooperatives must perform well with respect to the .,.;,,,,,, 
70 
previously discussed decision factors, such as price and market infor-
mation, if regionals are to continue to purchase a majority of local 
associaticm marketed grain. The average cardinal scores (on a 1-99 
scale) for each factor•s influence on,local cooperative manager's 
decisions are given in Tables XXXI, XXXII, and XXXIII, for Texas 
Plains, Oklahoma, and South Texas, respectively. Also shown in these 
tables are the average ratings given by locc3.l managers on the perfor-
7 
mance of the regional with respect to the decision factorso Texas 
Plains cooperative managers felt that the price of grain was the most 
influential factor, with a score of 86.3, in the manager'1 s decision as 
to with whom he markets grain. The regionals received a score of 79.9 
on their performance in providing a competitive price. 
The two least influential factors (size of refunds and transpor-
tation services) for the Texas Plains region also received the lowest 
performance rating.for the regionals. 
The Oklahoma based managers generally gave the regional ·coopera-
tive a higher performance rating than did other managers~ Receiving 
particularly high performance ratings were price, market information, 
source of price bids, and terminal facilities (Table XXXII)Q Table 
XXXIII sh0WS that the most influential factor for managers in South 
Texas, 'size of dividends, patronage refunds, ar:id investment opportuni-
ties~, was ranked sixth among the regionals I performance ratings. 
It was hypothesized that, 1) the influence of the factors on mar-
keting decisions were different in 1973 to what managers expected in 
7 . • • The performance scores were average cardinal scores using the 
1~99 scale, 99 signifying the highest possible performance .• 
TABLE XXXI 
INFLUENCE LEVEL OP SELECTED FACTORS ON MARKETING 
DECISIONS·AND THE-RESPECTIVE PERFORMANCE LEVEL 
OP THE REGIONAL,_ TEXAS PLAINS REGION, 1973a 
71 
Performance 
Decision.Factors 
1. Price 
2. Source of Market 
Information 
3. Cooperative Loyalty 
4. S9urce·of Frequent and 
Consistent Bids 
5. Gontractu~l Arrangements 
for Cash·Grain Delivery 
6. Time and Manner of 
Payment to 'the,loc9.-l 
7. Weights and Measures 
8. Regional Personnel 
Expertise 
9., Terminal Processor 
Facilities 
10. Premium and Discount 
Practices 
11. Size of Dividends, 
Patronage Refunds and 
Investment Opp0rtunities 
12 .. All Transportation 
Services 
Influence on 
Marketing 
Decisions 
in 1973 
86.3 
72.6 
70.4 
71.4 
60.6 
67 .. 1 
55.7 
63.3 
48.2 
63.7 
44.;8 
43.4 
0f the 
Regional on 
·These Decision 
Pact0rs in 
1973 
79.9 
. 81.5 
74.6 
81. 7 
80.2 
86.4 
82.4 
79o5 
80.6 
72 .. 8 
63.7 
54.5 
~These numbers originated from the 1-99 scale with 99 signify-
ing most influenti~l or best possible performance. 
TABLE XXXII 
INFLUENCE LEVEL OF SELECTED FACTORS ON MARKETING 
DECISIONS AND THE RESPECTIVE PERFORMANCE LEVEL 
OF THE REGIONAL, OKLAHOMA REGION, 1973a 
Performance 
. ''Of the 
Influence on Regional on 
72 
Marketing These Decision 
Decision Factors 
1. Price 
2. Source of Market 
Information 
3. Cooperative Loyalty 
4. Source of Frequent and 
Consistent Bids 
5 .. Contractual Arrangements 
for Cash Grain Delivery 
6~ Time and Manner of 
Payment te the local 
7 .. Weights and Measures 
8~ Regional Personnel 
Expertise 
9~ Terminal Processor 
Facili.ties 
10~ Premium and Discount 
Practices 
llo Size of Dividends, 
Patronage Refunds 
and Investment 
Opportunities 
12. All Transportation 
·Services 
Decisions Factors in 
in 1973 .1973 
71.5 90.2 
7408 90.3 
76 .. 8 79.0 
72 .. 9 90.4 
78.3 79.5 
71.9 72.3 
66.9 78 .. 2 
70.3 82.9 
72.9 91.1 
47 .. 5 59.8 
62 .. 9 70.3 
~/ The·se numbers originated from the 1-99 scale, with 99 signi-
fying most influential or best possible performance. 
TABLE XXXIII 
INFLUENCE LEVEL OF SELECTED FACTORS ON MARKETING 
DECISIONS AND THE-RESPECTIVE PERFORMANCE LEVEL 
OF THE REGIONAL, SOUTH TEXAS.REGION, 1973a 
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Performance 
Decision Factors 
1. Price 
2. Source of Mq.rket 
Info.rmatien 
3. Cooperative LeYcl.lty 
4. Source of Frequent and 
Consistent Bids 
5. Contractual Arrangements 
for Cash Grain Delivery 
6. Time· an:d Manner of 
Payment to the loca.l 
7. · Weights and Mea,sures 
8 .. Regional Personnel 
Expertise 
9 .. Terminal Processor 
Facili t·ies 
10 .. Premium and Discount 
Practi,ces 
11,. Size of Dividends, 
Patronage Refunds 
· and Investment 
Opportunities 
12. All Transportation 
Services 
Influence on 
Marketing 
Decisions 
in 1973 
69.3 
68.7 
68.6 
71.4 
76.9 
76.;9 
57.1 
73.4 
61.;4 
44.4 
81.1 
33.0 
.ef the 
Regional on 
These Decision 
Factors in 
1973 
74.1 
81.3 
65.7 
84.0 
84~0 
85.1 
84.1 
74.0 
59.,3 
62.;9 
76.9 
52.9 
·~ These numbers originated from the 1-99 scale, with 99 signi-
fying most influential or best possible performance. 
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1978 and 2) the performance ratings of the regional in providing these 
factors differed between 1968 and 1973 (Tables XLIX, L, and LI respec-
tively, for the Texas Plains, South Texas, and Oklahoma sampled man-
agers, Appendix B). Chi-square ana,lysis was used to test the hypothe-
ses of no differences.in influence or performance between the two sets 
of years (Table XXXIV). The analysis revealed no statistically signi-
ficant differences between years at the .25 probability level for 
either the influence of factors or performance ra,tings. 
TABLE XXXIV 
CHI-SQUARE VALUES FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN YEARS 
IN INFLUENCE OF FACTORS ON DECISIONS AND 
PERFORM1\11CE.QF REGIONALa 
Influence of Performance" · 
Factors of Regional 
(1973-1978) (1968-1973) 
Texas Plains 4.18 3 .. 06 
Oklahoma 2.20 4.27 
South Texas 2.40 ·12.14 
I::..1All coefficients are not significantly dif-
ferent from zero at the .,25 level. 
Assuming the regional cooperatives have limited resources to 
devote to high level performance with respect to all decision factors, 
it might well be advantageous for the regionals to allocate relatively 
·larger amounts of recources to the more influential decision factors. 
'rhe average rated performance (on the 1-99 scale) of the regional 
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cooperatives w~r jall regions was regressed on ,the avere1,ge rated in-
fluence of the factors as shown.in Figure 7. The 12 factors (X) are 
listed on the hori~ont13,l axis, starting with the factor-most important 
to sampled loca,.-1 m9nagers on marketing .decisions. The vertica._1 axis 
represents the 1-99 response sca~e-for ·regional performance (Y). The 
regression line, as defined by Y = 88.27 - l.60X, indicates that the 
regionals did tend to focus .upon the factors which.local association 
managers indicated were most impartant to their·.decisiontnakingin 
-8 
selling grcl:in. The regression model explained 54-perc~t of the va~i-
ation. in rated performance and we1,s statistically significant -at the 
.05 level (Table XXXV). 
TAaLE XXXV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE FOR REGRESSION OF PERFORMANCE 
OF REGIONAL ON INFLUENCE OF.FACTORS 
S'Uffi of Degrees of 
Source Squares Freedom M.,S. F 
Regress.ion 363.84 1 363.84 11.79 
Residual 308.54 10 30.,85 
To~l (Corrected) 672.37 ·11 
.A.7 Grain Commitment - Attitude Relationships 
It was hypothesized that the performance of the regional 
R2 
.54 
8 . 
The regression coefficient of -1.60 was significantly-different 
from zero at the .01 level. 
99 
90 
• 
20, 
. ~· 
lO 
l ' 
l 2 3 4 5 ·6 7 8 9 ,10 11 12 
FACTOR IMPORTANCE (X) 
Figure 7. ~egression of Performance of the.Regional 
on,Impo,ttance of Selected Ma.rketing 
Yactors. 
··~ The factors are ra:nked here according· to their 
influe:n,ce on marketing :decisions for all sample 
locals,. begipn,ing with the most influential. 
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cooperative with respect to the marketing decision factors previously 
mentioned, had a direct effect on the loc~l manager's commitment of 
grain to the re.gionp.l cooperative. Regression analysis was used to 
mec1.sure possible relationships between ·the percentage of merchandised 
grain.marketed through the regional, and the rated performance of the 
regienal in providing sel..ected .decision ,;factors to the .loca1 coopera-
tive members. The regression.equation is given .below. 
Y = .428 + .. 457X1 - ~038~2 • .090X3 • .514X4 ·+ .436X5 + •. 145X6 + 
(.205) (.349) (.250) (.265) (.380) (.424) (.386) 
1..-021x7 - ;.561~8 + .15o.x9 - .069~0 
(.380) (.382) (.050) (.045) 
where: 
Y = percentage of the total g.ra.in marketed by local as·sociations wnich 
' .. ··- . '·, .JI.-..... ~!"· ' ' 
was committed to the regional; 
I ' .:· ~-
x1= price, 
x2= time and manner of payment te the lecal, 
x3= weights and measures, 
x4= source of frequent and. consi.stent bids, 
x5= sour~ of market information, 
x6= regional personnel expertise, 
x7= contractual arrangements for cash .grain.delivery, 
x8= cooperative loyalty, 
x9= Texas Plains region dummy variable, 
and 
_x10= Oklahoma. region .. dummy variable. 
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Variables~ through x8 are performance rated variables and were coded 
by ,dividing by 1000.. Dl.lmmy variab.les were used in ,the equation to 
account .for area differences .in grain commitment due to size or dif-
ferences in operation of loc~l associations between regions. The 
intercept term of .428 represents the adjustment for peuth Texas in 
percentage sa,les to the regional. The regression.coefficients for var!"' 
iables x9 and ~ 0, when· added separately and individually t0 the in-
tercept term, represent the regien effects for the Texas Plains a?il.d 
Oklahoma.regions, .respectively. The standc1,rd error of the regression 
coefficients are given .in parentheses. 
Thirty-one percent of the variation , of the dependent va.riable ,was 
explained by the regression analysis with the regression ,effect being 
significantly,different from zero at the .OS probability level. The 
intercept term, and the regression coefficients for x7 and x9, were 
the only regression coefficients significantly. different from zero at 
.the .OS probab.ility .level. Thus, there appears to b.e some clifference 
between South Texas and the Texas Plains in grain commitments to 
regionals. Also, an,increase in the rat:ed performance of the regional 
with respect to contractual arrangements (giyen the performance levels 
of the other.factors) tends to increase the percentage .of merchandised 
grain comrni tted to the re<;1ional. Many of the other regres·sion. coeffi-
cients have signs which do:n:.'t support the hypothesis of positive rela-
tionships between performance and grq.in commitment. However, th0se 
coefficient values are so close .to zero that a small change in ·Some of 
the observations might have caused a change of sign on a coefficient. 
The correlation coefficients between these dependent ·and inde-
pendent variables are given.in Table XXXVI. Except for~ and x5, 
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none of the coefficients were sign.ificantlyd,ifferent from -zero at 
the .10 probability,.level. The coefficients of .25 and .21 for: price 
(1S_) and seurce of market :information Cx5) were significant·at the 
.05 and .10 pre>bability.levels, respectively. Thus, when.considered 
separately, th~ :r;>erforrnance ratings .for 'price• ·and 'mc1.rket'inf6rma-
tion' explained rne>re of the variance in grain-commitment than did any 
other measured factor. 
-y 
.xl 
x2 
x3 
x4 
. X5 
X 6 
X7 
xs 
TABLE XXXVI 
CORRELA'J:'ION MATRIX OF GRAIN COMMITMENT TO THE REG:IONJµ., 
COOPERATIVE ,ANDSELECTEb DECISION FACTORS PERFORMED 
· BY THE REG:IONAL 
y 
·11. X 2 x3 x4 X5 x6 x7 X ,, 8 
. 1.-00 .248 .033 .078 .103 .210 .186 .192 .056 
1.00 .54 .. 39 ... 16 .29 .24 -.-06 .56 
_l.OQ .45 .17 .24 .16 .08 .48 
1.00 .07 .18 .25 .14 .36 
1.00 .55 .21 .35 .24 
1.00 .. 45 .. 08 .30 
1.00 .2.9 .32 
1.00 .19 
1 .. 00 
A.8 General .Attitudes 
.While in the process of deing business with the regional c0opera-
tive, local cooperative personnel formulate opinions and develop 
attitudes perta_ining to the regional 's business affairs, operations, 
and personnel. The regional ·personnel a~so,formtJ;late opinions and 
develop ideas about loca-1 cooperative operations and its management. 
·Sometimes these opinions and attitudes can affect business relation-
ships and hinder coordination.of activities, programs, and sales • 
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. The interviewed managers were presented selected stat:ements about 
the regional cooperative (Table XXXVII). Managers responded to _these 
statements ,according, to their tota.l agreement, tot;al disagreement, .or 
any feel;i.ng.in between. The extent of their agreement was reco,t'ded by 
. the manager selecting a .n'Ultlber from a 1-99 response scale which most 
repres.ents his attitude,: 99 ·sign,ifying totc;tl agreement with. the state-
ment. As shown,in Ta'.ple XXXVII,.the managers in the three regions had 
.somewhat similar attitudes tow.ard the regio~l with which they ,did 
business. All managers strongly·agreed that the regio~l was needed to 
prov,ide competition for independent buyers (statement 7). However, 
managers from $outh Texas, relative to managers of the other regions, 
.tended to show some weakness .in agreeing that the regicmal was inn~-
ti ve and progressive.(statement 6) and that i~ provided necessary,ser-
vices :not othei:wise economically·ava:ilal;>le (statement 5). 
Ch,i-square a~lysis supported the hypothesis that differences in 
attitudes toward regionals exist between.managers in Oklahoma and -SO'l:lth 
Texas (Tab'.J,e XXXV'I!I). However, chi-square values measuring diff·er-
ences between other regions were not·sifrµficantat the .05 level. 
B .. · Summary 
\ 
Target delivery, .or delivery at a specified time and a_t an 
.arranged price,, .was used most frequ.ently by locq.l associations when 
.contractir,i,g grain ·.to the regional caoperative and. other buyers. s.uch 
TABLE XXXVII 
GENERAL ATTIT"lJDES. OF THE LOCAL COOPERATI'iTE"-MANAGERS TOWARD 
. . THE R&GIO~AL, CObPERA+'J:VE, BY REGION,1973a 
Selected Statements Abeut·the Regional 
1. The existence of the regiona,1 coop,enabies yau to get 
a.higher price for your grain.in the market p],ace 
2o The regional coop. is not a strong competitive force 
in the market -place 
3o Because of competition. provided by the regional coop,. 
you receive better treatment from independent mer-
- chandisers and processors 
4~ The regional coop is.little more·than .just another 
outlet for your grain· 
. 5.. The regional coop -prevides you with necessary ser-
vices you could no!: get elsewhere ~conomically 
6. 'I'he regional coop is an innovative, progressive, and 
grc,wing enterprise 
7. Wi_thout the presence of the regional coop, you woqld 
be at the mercy of in.dependent merchandisers and pro-
cessors in,tnq.rketing. your grain 
8. The regional coop is staffed·- by competent. people who 
understand your business pro};)lemsand needs 
9. The regional coop is staffed by competent people who 
want to help you in your business 
.10. The regional coop is undercapi ta1ized 
11.. You. 'Often :use the services of the regi~l coop 
12., The regional coop has poorer management than do 
·independent proces·sors .... , .- .... , ., ........... ----· -
Okl;ahoma 
&7 
14. 
72 
11 
80 
90 
87 
82 
86 
53 
83 
Texas ·Plains 
83 
11 
79 
28 
75 
77 
90 
78 
81 
63 
83 
_._.,- ---1-2---,-·,-·,-,··' -,---.· . 
·25 
S~th Texas 
77 
16 
82 
22 
61 
69 
89 
77 
73 
73 
80 
27 
YThese numbers originated from the 1-99 sc;ale, 99 signifying total agreement with the statement. 
~i 
(X) 
I-' 
contracting was particularly prevalent in the marketing of wheat .. 
TABLE :X...XXVUI 
CHI-SQUARE VALUES.FOR ATTITUDINAL DIFFERENCES OF LOCAL 
'COOPERATIVE MANAGERS TOWARD REGIONAL COOPERATIVES,. 
Oklahoma 
Texas.Plains 
BY REGION, ,1973 
Texas ';r:'exasi. Plains · 
9.872 8,.813 
South Texas 
a 18.,536 
5.?16 
Y Coefficient is :significant at the .. 05 level. 
Differences existed. in 1973 with regard t0 managers' ·responses 
relating to the possibilityef receiving.premiums for various marketing 
practices. Some managers agreed that premiu:rtts for various practices 
were availab;l.e from the regional cooperative while other managers in 
the same reg,ion disagreed.. In general,· ,most manag,ers felt that pre-
miu.mswere not availa];>le for following certain marketing practices, 
except; possibly ,for the dE;livery 0f high protein wheat. 
RegioJ:?.al'graincooperatives in Oklahoma and Texas provided short-
term cred,it to 26 percent and 11 percent of the sampled locals, respec-
tively .. The locals receiving credit from the reg-ional had smaller 
current rati.os in 1973, .on the average, than locals who did. not r.eceive 
credit from the regional. 
Local managers disagreed· cm the availa:qili ty .of several services 
from the regiona,l cooperative, such as providing transportation 
scheduling services, and brokerage · and h,edging serv:ices. In general, 
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a . larger p.ercentage of Oklahoma sampled local managers · stated that 
several ma.rkei:ing services were available than did Texas sampled man-
agers. Chi-square ana.lysis substantiated that there was a, statistical 
difference Cat the .01 probability.level) between responses from the 
two sta.tes relating ;to the availab,ility of services. 
The ranking of the marketing :services acoording to·importance by 
all sampled managers. revealed that managers placed a high pricu:::i ty. on 
. market.;i.nformation, ,information :about regionals'· epera.tions, a.nd infor-
mation from the .regional to·help solve the local 1 s problems and needs. 
Grain hedging ·Services,. however, ,were given a low .. priority ,fer .. 1973, 
,when compared to the other· ·sex:vices; but acCC)rding · to the manager 1'S 
ratings., hedging serv:.ices may be ,nearly twice as. important in ,1978 as 
they .were in ,1973. No statistic~l differences Cat the .OS probability 
.level) in the ra.ted importance of .services were found t:0 exist between 
regions. 
Loca.l oooperative managers have other · criteria to consider· when 
deciding with whom they market their grain.· Managers must ·choose among 
'' grain ·buyers, who a.re competing.with one another for local association 
grain. Grain buyers offer competitive factors such as early time 
stipulations for payment to the local, va.rie>us oontractua.l arrange-
ments for cash · grain deli very, as ·. well a.s competitive prices for· gra_in. 
The Spearman ,rank correlation. test illustrated that· for all region . 
sampled managers, the relative rank given by .managers :to each of :.1 7 
decision factors ·according :to the fa.ctor·• s influence on gra;1.n marketing 
decisions, ,was sirrtilar. The rank correl.ation coefficients between each 
region, measuripg the correlation·Qf the relative rank of factors by 
region, were significant at the .01 probability . l.evel. 
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The amount 0f influence these decisionfacters exerted on market-
ing decisions did not change significantly (.05 probability level) frem 
·1973 to 1978 .. 9 Likewise, the performance of the regienal in providing 
these factors tolocc:1:l cooperative members did not change sigri.ificantly 
C..05 probability .level). over the 1968 to 1973 period., 
The rated performance of the regionals, with respect to factors 
affecting marketing decisions of local managers, decreased as the 
importance or influence of the decision.factors decreased. Thus, the 
regionals were rated by local managers to haye performed best 0n the 
. 
most influential decision factors. Regression analysis tended to sub-
stantiate a positive relationship between regional performance and 
influence 0f factors en local cooperative marketing decisions. 
Regression analysis was also used to measure the relationship 
between the variation.in grain commitment 0flocal cooperatives to the 
regional cooperati:ve and the variation.in performance ratings given 
the regional cooperative. The regression explained 31 percent of the 
variationiin the percentage of grain committed to the regional coopera-
tive .. The regression relationship was significant at the .05 level. 
Thus, the performance of the·regional with respect to key .decisian 
factors may have some effect on the commitment of grain by local 
cooperatives,. 
In general, local cooperative management had a high regard for the 
operations of the +egional cooperatives. JV,[ost local ceoperative 
9sampled managers rated the factors according to how influential 
they felt the factors would be on .decisions in 1978,. 
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managers interviewed agreed strongly_thatwithout the presence of the 
regional cooperative, the lecals would be at the mercy of independent 
merchandisers and processors in ma.,rketing their grain. They.alse 
agreed that the existence of the regional ceeperative enables them to 
get a higher grain price in the market place. 
CHAPTER V 
S'(J}IIlll]ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. Introduction 
Chapter V contains a condensed version of this rese1;l.rch, concen-
trating on its highlights. The underlying problem is presented along 
with a discussion of the objectives and the procedure used to satisfy 
the ebjectives .. The results are then summarized starting with market-
ing practices and patterns existing at the loci;l.l level in the coopera-
tive grain marketing systemo Next, and probably of more importance to 
this study, is a discussion 0f the existing.lecal - reg:ional ceordin-
ating arrangements of services and marketing decision :factors. 
Concluding remarks are then i:nade pertaining to the fulfillment 0f 
the objectivres. 
B.. Problem 
Information concerning the nature,.implications, and potentials 
of closer vertical coordination among grain marketing c0operatives and 
their members is ava;ilable in :insufficient quantities. Previous work 
in this area has tended to deal with operations at a given .level of 
the marketing system. Increasing the ma):'keting efficiency at one level 
of the system, however, does not necessarily increase the efficiency of 
the ma,rketing system as a whole. Thus, a need prevails for research 
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which includes at least two levels of the cooperative g.rain marketing 
system. ·0n1y then can,more reqlistic conclusions be drawn,which con-
fonn to the basic idea that systems resea,rch, as opposed to research 
of only one marketing level, migp.t offer insights for improved coordin-
ating relationships b.etween mq:rketing. levels, . thereby increasing grain 
cooperative·member returns. 
c. Objectives 
The objectives Gf this .research were .to descril:ie;; 1) existing 
marketing: practiqes an.d patterns of lGcal cooperatives .in Texas and 
. Oklahoma, .2) co<a>rdinating arraneaements between ,local co<a>perative grain 
·elevators and the regional cooperatives with whom they sell grain, and 
3) to.investigate those possib,ilities and potentials wnich may .exist 
or can be developed·that would enable grain.marketing cooperatives to 
increase pr<a>ducer returns through closer-vertical coordination within 
the cooperative grain marketing. system. 
D. Procedure 
Because of the large population and. the large variation.in size 
of loc~l grain cooperatives tn Oklahoma and Texas, a ran:dcmt sample, 
stratified according t<a> -storage capacity size, and by- state, was 
selected to represent the grain -cooperative popt;Llation. The managers 
of each local cooperative in the sample were ·personally.interviewed 
concerning.their operation and their relatiol'l.Sbip with tbe regienal 
cooperative through whic.h they sold grain. The questionnaire used in 
the interv;iews was d-esigned to extract infonnation pertaining to 
marketing patterns and the coordination.of marketing services and 
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decision·factors between the loc~l and regional grain cooperatives. 
The data were then processed fo:r; the computer te facilitate simple 
statistical and accum:ula.tive· cinalysis. A summary, ef the res~lts fol-
lows in sections E and F. 
E. Existing ,Marketing Patterns of Local 
Cooperative Marketed Gr~in 
Chapter nI dea,lt.with the marketing practices and patterns of 
local cooperative associations in the handling and.movement of grain. 
The most important grains handled by-cooperatives in,the sample were 
grain,serghum and wheat, most of which was either purchased at harvest 
or stored for the fa,rm.ers and purchased later. A ma.jor portion of the 
grain sorghum·marketed through South Texas sampled local cooperatives 
was contr.acted from producers. Very little forward contracting was 
used by sampled Oklahoma and Texas Plains cooperatives since most of 
the grain was purchased at harvest for cash .. 
An,important factor in the marketing of grain is the availability 
.of large amaunts ef operating capital. Local cooperatives in this 
study had several sources of operating·capital. The Bank for Geopera-
tives and delayed payments ta farmers were the most frequently used 
sources of lacal association peak operating capital, i.e., capita,l 
used during.peak grain handling and movement periods. 
The utilization ,of grain s.torage ·space by:local cooperatives was 
also analyzed. The Texas ·Plains cooperatives frequently used oper-
ating space for the storage of grain during harvest. Forty--seven per-
cent of the grain ·storage facilities of sampled cooperatives in this 
region were flat st,ructu.res which .characteristic9-lly has.large amounts 
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of storage space which can be used interchangeab;Ly as eperating space. 
The other regions do not·rnake much use of this type of space for grain 
storage at least partially·because of a predominance ef upright stor-
age type ef facilities. 
Local cooperative managers were asked what percentage of grain 
handled was eventually committed to a regional cooperative. Ninety-
five percent and six percent of the wheat and grain sorghum, respec-
tively, handled by Oklahoma cooperatives in the sample were committed 
to a regional cooperative. Of the wheat and grain sorghum handled by 
Texas Plains coopera.tives, 72 and 58 percent, respectively, were com-
mitted te a regional cooperative. Beuth Texas coeperatives in the 
sample sold 74 percent of their associations' ,only crap, grain sorghum, 
to the regional. 
Next, gross ma.rgins received by locals for ma.rketed grain were 
studied.. Oklahoma locals, on the average, received 18.8 cents gross 
margin per bushel for wheat in 1973 while Texas Plains locals re-
ceived 27 .. 1 cents per bushel .. Gross margins for ether grains ranged 
from approximately.15 cents per bushel f0r South Texas sorghum to 
32 .. 7 cents per bushel for soybeans in Oklahoma. 
Managers of the loca.1 cooperatives were asked how sften and 
from whom they obtained grain price bids .. The majority of the sampled 
association managers relied on bids frem grain buyers (both coopera-
tives and independents) for their quoted board grain prices. The 
larger associations received er acquired price bids several times per 
hour during harvest. Evidence suggested that larger association man-
agers tended to stay bett.er informed of market forces and everyday 
activities than thos.e ef smaller associations .. 
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A major portion of the interviewed managers used fo.t:Wa,rd con-
tracting.to protect their financii:tl grain position.from unfavoraple 
price flucuat.ions. H:edg.ing in; the fu~res ma,rket ·was used by only a 
v-ery.few respondents. 
Most of the grain ·purchased by.-loc;:tl coopera,tives was sold on a 
tq,rget delivery basis ·where a price and delivery date are specified 
an¢! premiums and discounts .are· a.warded if delivery. is ·.early or late. 
Most of the grain.was ·sold for shipment within ene month. A majority 
c,f the feed gJ;"ains handled by Oklahoma cooperatives ·was retailed back 
to farmers as whole grain, in.feed, .or sold to feedlats. Texas ce0p-
·eratives handled much larger amounts 0f .grain ·Sorghum than did Okla-
homa. ,.coeperati ves, but the sorghum was . marketed in .. much·. the same 
pattern·as in Oklahomao 
F. E~stingL0cal-Eegio~l Coordinating 
,Arrangements 
Target oeliverywas the principal .contracting arrangement be-
tween locc3:l and regioni;l-1 cooperatives. No premiums were generally 
given by regional CO()peratives for· ea:t:'.ly -delivery.. · Ci'his was ·also 
true for independent gr.ain buyers.) 
.Short-term credit arrangements between regional and local cOG>p-
·eratives · were a~l yzed.. The regisnal cosperati ves extended short-
t-erm credit to.18 percent of the sampled member cooperative 
associations. The financia,l cendition ef al~ sampled;locals sh01r1ed 
tha.t the regionals . made pravisions for shart-term credit. to locals 
whose current ratios on the average were less.than the locals:who did 
not receive credit from the regioru;ils. 
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La:tge discrepanqies existed between,sampled lecal cooperative 
managers.concerning the aV'c3:ilability.of :serv;ices to the local coopera-
tive. Based on managers'· res,ponses, more services were seemingly 
available to·Oklahoma respopdents than ,to Texas respondents. ·Chi-
square analysis was used to test the hypothesis of no differehce in 
availab;i.li ty of s.ervices. between Ok;lahoma and Texas. This hypothesis· 
was rejectl:!d at the .Ol probability,level, signifying' a .ciifference in 
service probab,l.y does existbetween·states, at least according:to 
sampled managers' ·responses. 
Managers,framl:loth states required the same kinds of services, 
.the·more.important :services being:market infe.rmation, transportation 
scheduling, and informational meetings sp<;>nsored by:'the regicm:~l. 
The services were ranked by the managers from each regien accord-
ing to the imp<;>rtance of the servio.e te the local association. Spear-
man rank correlation coefficients were calculated between ·Oklahoma 
·, 
.and Texas. Plains re9,"ions, South Texas and Oklahema. regiens,. and Texa.s 
·· Plains and. -South Texas ·regions. All cc,rrelation coefficients were 
sign,i.ficant at the .05 probaJ;,ility .. level which supports the hypothe-
sis of a correlat.ion between .t'.egions in, the ranking ef serv;ices to 
the locql cooperative. However, Oklahoma and Texas Plains managers 
placed more emphasis on the impertance ef transportation services 
than did South ·Texas managers. 
Regardles·s of the region, managers who were interviewed, ranked 
district-informational meetings concerning the.lecal'S ·prob;l.ems and 
needs, -and conc~ng the regioz:i.al•s operations, -highly.important 
relative to other serv:ices. Local cooperative managers real.ized they 
must become better in:fo.rmed in the area of marketing grain,in the 
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cooperative system. 
Resea,rch also showed loc:a,l managers felt certain servi;ces, of 
little importance to them in. 1973, were going to increa-se greatly in 
.importance by 1978 .. They proposed, for instance, that grain hedging 
services will be very important in the future beca:use of the increa.sed 
demand for pl:'.ice protecti.on, although managers rq.ted tI?.is service as 
l:'.elatively unimportant in .1973. 
All regions also had simila,r opinions regarding th;e factors that 
in£1 uence their ma,rketing decisions. Factors such as · 'price'' , 'time 
and manner of payments to the. loca,lt1, •sauroe of market information•,, 
'advice on rail freight rates and tariffs·', a.long with '.13· other factors 
considered.in .the analysis, were ranked by the managers according to 
their in£luence on marketing decisions. in 1973. ·'Price' and 'sourc.e 
of market information' were ranked ~ong the highest ef the fact0rs 
·listed in all regiens. Spearman rank correlat;ion coefficients, mea-
suring tne correl.ation of average rankings between ,each region, were 
significan:(: at the • 05 probability ,level,, This t.est supported the 
hypothes,iS··'that cooperative manage.rs ranked the factors in a s,imilar 
pattern, regardless of region. 
'I'he regional cooperatives' performance in .connection with the 
decision factors, .such as pric_e, .genera.lly received a high rating 
from local managers. Oklahoma cooperative mc1:nagers tended to rate the 
regionals'· performance higher than did managers in Texas. The 
regionals ·were rated. as having performed best thos.e factors- which 
loc~l sampled managers as a .whole felt were most important. 
It wa.s hypothesized in Chapter IV that the performance of the 
regional with respect to decision factors would ha.ve an ,effect en the 
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commitment of grp.in by the l0c~l t0 the regional c0eperative. Regres-
·sing the percentage of marketed g;rq,in committed to the regional on the 
erf f th · 110 · • d. • ~h d • i f t p ormance o e regionq. in. p~ ing l. e ecis on .. ac ors., sup-
ported the hypothesis, at the .os probaklility-level, that a .relatien-
sn,ip does e:,d.s·t. When measured on an in:dividua.l one-at-a-Ume basis,. 
'price' and 'source of market information', .were the 0nly· varial;)les 
significantly ,( •. 05 -and .10 probability. level, respectively) corr~ated 
with th,e percentage of marketed grain sold to the regional coopera.tive. 
Local managerial attitudes of a.more genera.l nature toward the 
regional cooperative were h,ighly positive. A list of selected atti-
tud~ statements about the regio~l were giv.en·scores by-the sampled 
managers from 1-99, with 99 ,sigzµfying tstal agreement with the state-
ment.. Included in the list was· •·the existence ef the regional coep 
enal;,les you, to get a higher p,l:'ice for your grain .in the market place 1· 
and. 'the regisnal coop . provides you with necessary ,·sel:'Viices you· coqld 
not get.economically elsewhere'. The sampled managers rated these 
attitude stat~ents an average of 70 or '.better .. 
G. Coriclus.ions 
Concluding remarks are focused on three areas of importance te 
this study .. First, an overview of the performance 0f the regienal 
cooperatives is pres.ented wh,ich pertains to the serv;ices and- competi-
tion ·the regional provides to local cooperatives~ :Secondly, conclu-
·sions are drawn from :analyses of the availal;)ility and importance of 
marketing ·servi.ces. Finally, enq.ing remarks are given concerning 
lOThe performance of the regional was measured using the 1-99 
scale, .with 99 sign,ifying ;the highest -possi:tlle performance in prav;iding 
.the factors. 
cooperative marketing dec;ision ma]o.ng, i.-e.,, the factors that affect 
such decisions. 
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·· A complete dicussion of. coord;inating arrangerqents, within the 
local-reg.tonal sector of the ceoperative grain marketing system, ,cannet 
be limited to,eitherof the three conclusien sections. Rather, ,verti-
cal coordinatien. is ·. the underlying consideration ,.in the preceding 
ana.l ysis and is referred. to in the remc1:in;ing . sections .. 
. G.,l Local Managers r. Attitudes .2f Regional 
Performance: An overview 
Evaluating the regional cooperative from an overi;i.11 standpoint, 
threugh .the sentiments of this study'·s sampled loca.ls, .is relatively 
straightfo.I:Ward. ~ithout the presence of the regional ceoperative, 
the local managers .expressed deep concern of the possibility of doing 
bus.iness . with giant independent merchandisers and processers in . mar-
keting their grain. Most local managers felt that the regional was 
staff:ed by competent peeple who want ta help them with business prob-
lems. and that the regional 'was a strong competitive force in.the 
market place .. Thus, the ,existence of regional cooperatives was 
strongly supported by loca,l caaperative managers. 
Regional cooperative persannel devote a large amount of effort to 
providing marketing factors to cooperative members such as rna.rket 
information and transportation scheduling, ,which have an.effect on 
: local grain .marketing decisions.. Analysis of·. local manager opini0ns 
indicated that the greater the in;fiuence c::,f. the factor on marketing 
decisions, ·the greater was therated'performance.on the ,regional' in 
providing that factor to the loca.l. This trend gives support to the 
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evidence.that regional cooperatives have devoted more reso'U.t.'Oes to the 
most influential factors than,is true with the less influent,ial fac• 
tors. 
·~ CUlminatiQn ·.2!..Ma.r.ket,-ng Services·· Analxaj.s 
Local cooperative managers in ·the sample were extremely·suppor-
t:ive of the coc,perative system of marketing grain, ,an¢.in.particular 
the existence of regional gra,in marketing,cwoperatives, ,as was pointed 
out in the preceding ,section. Hc,wever, there were large.discrepanpies 
among locc1:l associations with regard to which marketing ·seJ;Vices were 
available from ·the regional. As local-regional business relatienships 
·were more closely scrutinized,.inconsistencies became apparent con-
cerning local-regional coordination. of marketing informational ·services. 
A possib;I.e explanation is that local associa_tion managers de net 
realize the importance of.acquil;:'ing regionally based serv:ices te help 
them become a more viable.force in marketing grain, so that local 
associations are not attentive to what serv,ices :are available from 
the regional. Anc;,ther possible explanation of the different manager-
ia,l resp0nses :is alack of coerdination between the two.levels in 
rendering and accepting marketing ·services. OJ;l]. y when local associa-
tion , managers become more informed of market forces and rela:ti6nships., 
new grain transfer methods, regional contractual arrangements,- hedg-
ing operations .and other services, -all of which the regionals may 
provide, can they develop the knowledge needed,to mare .efficiently 
manag,e modern cooperative grain marketing :businesses. 
A lack of knowledge concerning regiona,l operatiens and. services 
at the producer-level may·g:ive rise to the leakage of grain out of 
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the cooperative grain marketing system. If le>cal managers, are ne>t 
a.ware of the b.enefits of cee>perative grain marketing accru,ing. from the 
various services of regional cooperatives, then the full benefits of 
cooperative·grain marketing may net be explicitly apparent to grain 
pre>ducers. With this possibility in mind, a tighter more highly coor-
dinated systerrr cpqld increase coe>pera:tive members returns through 
improved bcl.rga. ining pc,wer by· ce>mmi tting through the l0cal :and the 
.. -
regional coe>perative a larger percentage c,f the total pre>du,ction,of 
grain. 
Economic incentives yielded by· regional coapera.tives to local 
association members, fe>r increased participatie>n and ce>e>rdination e>f 
services, might prove to be a profitable le>ng run ,investment fc,r the 
regional since a more knowledgeable, vertically coordinated grain 
marketing system would result .. 
The incentive program would center aroUhd the degree of vertical 
integratie>nthe local associations achieved in a new role e>f decreased 
independence in marketing grain .. The magnitude of the incentive wou,ld 
depend upon the savings of the regional associated with increas.ed 
managerial efficiency, .technica,l efficiency, and market power, brought 
about by economies of size .. Although ~yond the scope ef this study, 
savings, under a more vertically.integrated system, possib,ly could be 
obtained through region13.l control 0f pricing, hedging, and merchan-
dising .. 'I'he incentives :would be in .the fo:r:m of increased regio:i::i.al 
·performance on marketing decisian factars, dicussed further in ·the 
following section. 
Local asseciations could then·coordinate producer incentive pro-
grams a,imed at tota,l grain commibnent te the cooperative system. The 
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regiorlcl:l gr~in,. marketing, incentives·. wotµd thus be funneled thraugh 
member associatj.ons·to producers ta gain:the Same kinds af efficiencies 
at the local level. 
G.3 Culmination .2!,·Ma;rketip.g Decisian 
.Factor AnalY>?;is 
Tl:le criteria involved in· a .loca.l cooperative assaciation's deci-
s,i.on af w;i th whom· the ass0ciation tna,rkets its grain, are the price of 
the coorrnodity un,der consideratien, ma_rket i!lformatic,>n, ,centractual 
arrangements for the delivery.of cash gi,ain, time and manner of pay-
ment to·the local and several others referred ta .in ·the text. In the 
true sense of the free enterprise system, these factors constitute the 
competition ~xerted on the grain marketing industry . by ·a regicmal 
grain buyer whether that buyer be a ceoperative or an independe9-t. 
The.regional cooperatives, with whom.the leca,l associations do,busi-
ness, proyide and/er perform the marketingdecisien factors relatively 
well in relation to each ether. Hewever, .it .appears.that the regienals' 
performc!,nce has not improved.on ,:the factors as a group even though the 
decision fact0rs· have ba:sica,lly be.en ·the same far the time horizen 
considered in this ·study. Th.ere passil:ily ceµld be a lagged eff.ect of 
'the perfoi:mance of the regional.in pr(:)Vi.ding these services as mar-
keting :aecis.ion factors .change. But even if that is true,. regione.ls 
should work towa.rd updati:ng rtheir marketing arrangements so as te 
shorten the time span.of such a,lag. The regional gr~in cooperati:ves 
must become more viab;J..eand .competitive in th~ market place particu-
larly with respect to price and contractual arrangements, so that the 
cooperative grain marketing ·system will be increasingly appealing to 
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member lacals, member producers, and. prospective memb.ers.. Still hj.ghel;:' 
reg.i::ona.,l performance in. prov,iding .marketing dec;.ision factors i.n .. the :form 
.of prices, cash patronage refunds, mere preoise market infarmation, 
more professional assistance with t):'ansportation sel:V,'.ices, public 
relations and short-term-credit, -would b.e the form:ofince11tiveste 
make the cooperative system more vertically coordinated. These were 
the factors deemed m0st important to lacal coaper~tive<;>pe,t'atians·by 
sampled cooperative managers .. 
Local cooperative management will place increasing importance in 
the future o.n oerta:in.,services from the regional cooperative. · In-
cluded are %rain hedging services, advice an ra_il freight rates and 
tariffs, and rail schedu_ling. · In addi tian, -advanced financial plan-
ning and engineering assistance; high quality informaUonal meetings 
a~i:ned at improving the expertise of loca.l management, .personnel and 
members of the boali'd of directors; and intricate truck "Scheduling 
a.ssistance will be sought by, local cooperative grain association ,man-
agers., 
H. Implica~ions for Further Research 
Research-is· needed at the regional cooperative level with objec-
_tives ·of discovering and investigating other possibilities which would 
strengthen regional competi t,ion . in buying grain from ·members.,- Further 
.research is a:ls·o needed to determine potential gains from ,ef~iciencies 
of size wh:i.ch might res-ult from a more tightiy-coordinated vertical 
cooperative commitment of grain up through the coopera.tive grain 
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marketing system. Fina.lly, ,research.is needed to determine wha,t effi-
ciencies may be gained threugh regional coopera-1;:i,ve mergers. 
'J:'his study will hopefully -be helpful in filling the void in the 
systems approach to gra,.in ma.rketing ana.l ysis,. 
;.: 
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Oklahoma State University 
Agricultural Experiment Station 
Department of Agricultural Economics 
Stillw~ter, Oklahoma 74074 
Local Cooperative. Grain Elevator Survey 
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1. Name of Cooperative----------------------------------
2. Location of main office 
Phone and.Area Code-------------------------------------
3. Please list the names of the branch. elevators or stations a:nd their addresses -------
4. Person interviewed. Nmne -------------- Position _________ ..;... __ _ 
(Information requested for calendar year 1973.) 
5. What was your total grain storage capacity as of Decem~er 31, 1973? Upright ______ bu. 
Fl.at bu. 
6. a. Did your co-operative own capital stock or certificates in any other firm which marketed 
your grain during 1973? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
b. If yes, is any of this capital stock or certificates in: (please check) 
1) ( ) local grain elevators · 
2) ( ) regional grain elevators 
3) ( ) grain export facilities 
4) ( ) g.rain processing facilities 
5) ( ) trucking firms 
6) ( ) other (please specify) 
7. What are the name(s) of the regional cooperative(s) and/or independent ml;lrchaqdiser(s) or 
processor(s) through_which_you marketed your grain during 1973? 
Regional cooperative(s) 
Independent· firm (s) ·-~-------------,-,.----------. -------
8. What percentage· of you:i: total grain volume (including feed· grains) was marketed through the 
following outlets for the years indicated: 
a. Regional cooperative (terminal or processor) 
b. · Independent merchandiser or processor 
c. Retail to producers (whole grain, or in feed) 
Percent of total grain volume marketed 
Expected 
In 1968 In 1973 in 1978 
(Percent) 
100% 100% 100% 
9. During the year 1973, d.id you store in your facilities any grain owned by a regional 
cooperative terminal or processor? 
a. Yes ( ) No ( (If no, skip to question 10, if yes continue with part b.) 
b, How many bushels?-------
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c. How many months was the grain stored?----~------------------~ 
d, In which one of the following periods did you store the most grain for a regional 
cooperative? 
(1) ( ) January to.April 
(2) ( ) May to August 
(3) ( ) September to December 
e. Was all of the grain that.you stored for the regional cooperative removed within one 
week? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
10, How was your grain storage space utilized when your total grain on hand was .greatest 
between January 1, 1973, ·and December 31, 1973? 
Type.of Utilization Bushels 
Operating Space (includes workhouse and unused) 
Storing Grain on Your Own Account 
Hedged Grain 
Unhedged Grain but not Contracted 
Contracted.Grain 
Storage for Others 
Warehouse Receipted 
Open 
Grain Bank 
CCC 
Terminal or Proces.sor Total 
=== 
11. Was it possible for you to obtain premiums of any kind for your grain from the regional 
cooperative by using any of the following marketing practices? 
Marketing Practices 
a. Sales in large volumes and round lots , , , , , , , • , 
b. Forward contracting with regional cooperative for future 
delivery of cash grain·· 
c. Pooling •• , , , 
d, Multiple shipments •• 
e. Delayed pricing 
f, Rapid delivery of grain 
g. Immediately contracting with the regional cooperative 
all elevator purchased grain , , , , , , 
h. Storage of grain for the regional cooperative 
i. Sale of consistently high quality grain 
j, Long history of a good business relationship 
k, Delayed shipment , , , • , 
1, Sale of high protein grain 
m, Other (please specify)------------~ 
Yes No 
Don't 
!{now 
12. 
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During 1973 dict'your regional cooperative terminal or processor make any provisions 
for short term credit in the merchandising of your grain? ' 
Yes ( ) No ( (If no, go to question 13.) 
Please describe the credit arrangements with regard to each of the following: 
a. Average length of credit arrangement in months ---------------------
b. Interest rate or.discount allowed: ---.% interest rate; ___ % discount allowed. 
c. Payment arrangements, including time periods involved, 
d. Average borrowing limit as a percentage of the val.ue of your grain? 
e, How is the value of this grain determined? (specify) 
f. What collateral is required, if any, other than grain? 
g, Under such fin.ancial. arrangements as above, are you obligated to sell this grain to the 
regional cooperative? Yes ( ) No ( ) Don't Know ( ) 
13. a. What was your peak cash requirement at any point in time for purchasing grain during 
1973, including deferred payments? $ __________ _ 
b. During 1973, what amount of·your.peak cash requirement for purchasing grain was obtained 
from the following sources? 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
Commerciai Banks. 
Bank for Cooperatives ••• , , , • , • 
Interest bearing advances from buyers and coops 
Non~interest advances from buyers and coops · 
Farmers who del:!:irered · grain to you under delayed 
payment arrangements 
Your own capital ••• 
Farmer patron loans 
Other (please specify) 
Dollars of Peak Operating 
Capital for Purchasing .Grain 
.1 
~4. Indicate in column (a) whether or not your regional cooperative makes available to you 
any of the following services. Indicate in column (b) whether or not the available 
service is free. Indicate in column (c) the frequency that you used each of the services 
when and if available within the past five years; · Please express each answer as a per~ · 
centage of ·the.maximum.that you could have used each service • 
. (a) (b) (c) 
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is Service Available? Is Service Free? Frequency 
Don't Areas of Service Don't Not · of Use 
Yes No Know Free Free Know (Percent) 
1) Assistance with rail. car schedulin2 
2) Assistance with truck schedulin2 
3) Assistance with bar2e schedulin2 ' 
4) Advice on rail freight rates and 
tariffs 
5) Market in.formation 
6) l3rokera2e Services 
7) Grain hed11;in2 se:nrices 
--
8) Auditing and/or billin11; services 
9) Financial plannin2· assistance 
10) Assistance with sto.ck and bond 
sales, and credit procurement 
11) Investment opportunities 
12) En11;ineerin2 assistance 
13) Public relations assistance 
14) Management arid personnel training . 
proi;i:rams 
15) Board of directors dev~lopmenf pro-
11:rams 
16) District informational meetings 
directed to vour problus and needs 
17) District informational meetings 
concernin2 the re2ional's operations 
18) Other folease S'Pecifv) 
15, Rate each of the services listed below according to their importance now and in 1978. 
These q1,1estions are answered by placing scores from the.range 1 through 99 in the 
blanks below, The higher the score, the more important the service, The lower the 
score, the less important the service. A check mark (./) indicates no opinion, unde-
cided, or do no,t know, 
Importance now 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
1 10 20 30 40 
Not at all 
Imoortant · 
and in the 
I I 
I I 
50 60 
future 
I I 
I I 
70 80 
I I 
I I 
90 99 
Extremely 
Important 
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In 1973 In.1978 
1) Assistance with rail car scheduling 
2) Assistance with truck scheduling 
3) Assistance .with barge scheduling 
4) Advice on t"ail freight rates and tariff 
5) Market information 
6) Brokerage services 
7) Grain hedging services 
8) Auditing and/or billing services 
9) Financial planning assistance •• 
10) Assistance with stock and bond sales, and credit procurement 
11) Investment opportunities 
12). Engineering assistance 
13) Public relations assistance 
14) Management and personnel training programs 
15) Board of directors development programs •• 
16) District informational meetings directed to your problems and needs 
17) District informational meetings concerning the regionals operations 
18) Other (please specify) 
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16. Respond in columns (a) through (e) according to t.he respective instructions as follows: 
I 
I 
1 
A check mark (/J indicates no opinion, undecided, or do not .know. 
(a) 
(b) 
indicate the de1p;ee gf influence each of the ·following factors had on decisions as 
to whom the cooperative marketed grain iri 1968. 
indicate the deiree of influence each factor had on decisions as to whom the coop-
erative marketed grain in 1973. 
(c) indicate the de2ree of influence each factor will have on decisi.ons as to whom the 
cooperative markets grain in 1978. 
(d) indicate the degree of performance of the regional regarding the following factors in i968. 
(e) indicate the «15ree of perfopilance the regional had.regarding each of the following 
factors in 19.73. 
These questions are answered by placing scores fro~ the range 1 to 99 in the blanks pro-
vided. The score is considered an indication of the degree o.f influence or perfoI'!llllnce 
analogous to. the usage· o·f the scale in previous ques·tions • 
For Columns a, b, & C 
tnfluence Of Factors 
on Marketing De~ions 
I I I I I I I· I 
I I I I I I 10 I 10 20 30 40 50 60 80 
.. 
I I I i 
I I ! I 90 99 10 
For C olumns d; e 
Performan ce of Regionals. 
these Factors -Regarding 
I 
' ' I I I 
20 30 4 0 50 60 70 80 90 99 
Not.at all ExtremelJI Poor Excellent 
Performance Influential Influ~tial Performance 
-
' ~ 
Influence on Decisions Performance of Reldonal 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Expectec 
·Factors In 1968 In 1973. In 1978 In 1968 In 1973 
1) Price . . .. . . . . 
2) Advances or short term credit • . . . 
3) Time & manner of payment to the local 
4) Premium and discount.practices, . . 
5) ·weights and measures . . . . . ·• . 
6) Penalties for delays in shipment, . 
7) Premiums for large volumes . . . 
8) Source of frequent & consistent bids 
9) Source of market information . . . 
10) Brokerage services •. .. . . 
11) Regional peY.sonnel expertise . . . 
12) Terminal or processor facilities . . 
13) All transportation services . . . 
14) Management and financial services 
15) Size of dividends, patronage refunds 
and investment opportunities . 
16) Contractu11-l arrangements for cash 
grain delivery . . . . 
17) Cooperative loyalty. . . . 
18) Other (please specify) . . 
17. Please rank the three most important of the factors listed above in their order of importance 
in 1973, beginning with the most important, After this, do the same with the three least 
important factors. ·Do not include those factors for which you had no opinion. · 
Most Important 1st ieast Important 1st----------~-
2nd 2nd~-----------
3rd 3rd -----------
18, Indicate the extent of your agreement or disagreement with each of the following state-
ments. Again, use· the associated scale for your answers similarly to previous questions., 
A check mark (./) indica_tes no opinion, undecided, or .do not know. 
1 
Strongly 
Disa ree 
10 
Extent o:/: Disagreement:or Agreement 
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
a. The existence. of the regional coop enables you to get a higher price 
for your grain in the market place • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Strongly 
ree 
b. The regional coop is not a strong compe'titive force in the market place 
c. Because of· competition provided by the regional coop·, you receive better 
treatment from independent merchandisers and processors ••••• 
d. The regional coop b little more than just another outlet for your grain 
e. The regional coop provides you with necessary services you could not get 
economically- elsewhere • • , • • • • • . • • • ·• • • • , •· • • • • • • • 
f. The regional coop is an innovative, progressive and growing enterprise. 
g. Without the presence of the regional coo.p, you would be at the mercy of 
giant independ·ent merchandisers and processors. in marketing your grain 
h. The regional coop is s-taffed by competent people who understand your 
business problems and needs •• , ••••••••• 
i. The regional coop is staffed by competent people who want to help you in 
your business • • • • , • • • • 
j, The regio~l coop is undercapitalized 
k. You often use the services oil the regiona:i. coop 
1. The regional coop -h~s poorer 111Bnagement than do independent processors 
m. Other (please specify) 
19, In 1973 did you restrict tnl!! length of time during which producers could store grain with 
you by: 
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a. requiring that all stored grain be sold by some specified time 
(such as harvest)? Yes ) No ( ) 
b, reassessing_a minimum storage charge at harvest_ 
c. Other (please specify) 
20. How much of each of the following grains did you:!?&_ from producers 
and· December 31, 1973·? (Also, include in the totals here any ·grain 
from the c.c.c.) 
Wheat bu. Barley bu. Oats 
Sorghum . bu. Rye bu. 
Soybeans bu. Corn bu. ( 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Yes ( ) No ( 
between January 1, 1973, 
you may have purchased 
bu. 
bu. 
bu. 
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21. Show the percentage of your 1973 grain purchases by the following method of purchase: 
(For ease of answering, complete each column. before going to the next grain.) 
Grain - (Exclude soecialty cro>s and seed) 
Method of Purchase Wheat Sor2hum Sovbeans Barlev Rve Corn Oats (Other) 
----- --------
----Perce t of Pul chase ----- ------
----------
a. Traditional cash 
purchase at harvest 
(cash delivery) 
b. C.ontracted prior 
to harvest for 
delivery and pay-
ment at harvest 
c. Stored for farmer 
and purchased 
later 
d. Purchased (after 
harvest) from farm 
storage 
(1) for cash 
(2) on .forward 
contract 
e. Purchased but with 
a delayed price 
f. Grain oool 
g. Other 
(specifv) 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
22. Considering all grains combined, please rank those three methods of purchase in question 
21 above accord:tng to the VQlume of total grain purchased in 1973, starting with the method 
by which the most volume is purchased. (Please consider d (1) and d (2) as separate 
methods.) · 
1) 
2) 
3) 
~~~....;Method of purchase with largest volume. 
Method of purchase with second largest volume. 
~~~....;Method of purchase with third largest volume. 
23. [IF NO CONTRACTING PRIOR TO HARVEST (21b), GP TO /125] When contracting for grain from 
farmers prior !2_ harvest what percent of the contracts are made: 
Grain (Exclude stecialtv crops and seed) 
Wheat Sor2hum Sovbeans Barlev Rve Corn Oats (Other) 
----- ~------- Percent o Contra, t Put chase ------
-----------
a. Prior to Planting 
b. After Planting 
c. Total 100 100 100 100 l.00 100 100 100 
24. Which method l:f any did your cooperative use in 1973 to protect the cooperative' s grain 
purchase against risk of pric·e change? (please check) 
a. ) No method 
b. ) Sell a contract in the futures market 
c. ) Sell a cash contract with another grain firm 
d. ) Other (please specify) _________________ _ 
25. The following statements refer to cash purchases and some types of delayed pricing and 
contracting arrangements which have been observed in buying grain. 
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Indicate in column (a) how often each of these methods was used in 1968; in (b) how often 
-each was used in 1973; and in (c) expected use in 1978. Express all answers as percenta,ge 
of all types of buying transactions. 
Types of Buying Transactions 
I. Cash purchases (non-contracting) 
II. Delayed pricing and contracting arrangements 
1) Title passes to you at the scales when you receive the 
grain, but the seller can choose any price in the next 
10 days. • • • • • • • • •••••••••••.•• 
2) Title passes to you at the scales (when you receive the 
grain) but the seller chooses the price after 10 days •. 
3) Title passes to you at the scales (when you receive the 
grain) and the seller agrees that the price will be set 
when the basis (near futures l)linus cash price) reaches 
a certain amount • • • · • • • • • • . . • • • • 
4) Commitment is made to purchase grain at a given price 
with delivery of the grain at some specified future 
date. Price premiums or discounts apply if the seller 
delivers the grain before or a,fter the specified date. 
5) Other types of delayed pricing and contracting 
Total •• 
(a) 
In 1968 
-------
100% 
(b) (c) 
In 1973 In 1978 
-Percent 
--------
I 100% 100% 
26. Rank the three most important sources of information you use in arriving at the quoted 
board price for the following grains: 
Source Grain 
(Other) (Other) 
Wheat Sorghum Soybeans Barley 
a. Grain merchandiser bid 
b. Processor bid 
c. Cash grain broker bid 
-·--
d. Futures market report 
e. Instruction from parent 
firm 
f. Advisory service 
g. Competitor's bid 
h. Local demand (e.g., 
feed mill) 
---
i. Other (specify) 
27. How frequently do you receive price liids during the peak of the harvest season for the 
purchase of each of the. following gra.ins? (Please indicate time units--weekly, daily, 
hourly.) 
Wheat times per 
Sorghum • times per 
Soybeans. times per 
Barley. times per 
Other (specify) times per 
Other (specify) times per 
28. What gross operating margii,. did you realize duringl973 (in cents per bushei) for: 
Wheat 
-----
Sorghum~----
Soybeans--------
Barley 
Rye _____ _ 
Shelled Corn~----
29. a. ·During 1973 did you participate in the marketing of grain which did not physically 
move through your elevator? (An example might be the movement of grain from farmers 
in your normal procurement area direct ~o a processing plant or to a terminal or sul:i-
terminal facility on which you were paid a margin.) 
Yes ( No ( ) (If no skip to #30) 
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b. Indicate the marglns you received on grain marketed in this way (in cents per bushel) for: 
Wheat Soybeans Rye Oats-----
Sorghum Barley Shelled Corn Other ( >~---
c. Did you perform any physical function related to these grain movements (such as trans-
portation or grading). Yes ( No ( ) (if no, go to #30) 
d. (If yes to c) Please describe ----------------------------
30, a. Have you provided any services such as weighing,, storing, loading or other functions, 
for farm marketing organizations, such as NFO,. Farm Bureau, etc. · Yes ( ) No ( ) 
·b, (If yes) please des.cribe the functions you performed, the· charges you made, and the 
organization for which you performed such functions. 
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31. Report.percentage of sales or ·disposition (on basis of bushels) of purchased grain by method 
of sale eil. major grain sold. for the year 1973, 
Method.of Grair (Exclude snecialtv crops and seed) 
Sales Other 
Wheat Sorgl:ium Sovbeans Barlev Rye Com Oat11 (Specify) 
-----, _;..------P1 rcent of otal b11e hel;ll purch~ sed---~--.-------
a. Retailed back to 
farmers as whole 
grain or in feed 
b. Sold at agreed 
price for 11hip-
ment: " 
L Imnediately. 
(on track or 
to arrive), 
up to 15 days 
2. 15 to 30 days 
3. After 30 davs 
C, Pooled 
d. Consiimment 
e. Other (specify) 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% l00% 100% 100% 
32. What changes have you observed in method of sale or disposition of purchased grain since 
1968? 
Rank only those methods for which a percentage was indicated in. question 31. 
33. a. Please rank the following methods of selling grain in the orderof your preference 
of doing business, beginning With the m.ost preferred method: 
1) Retail back to farmers. 
2) ---Sell at agreed price for immediate (up to 15 days) shipment. 
3) ---Seil at agreed price for 15-30 day shipment. 
4) ---Sell at agreed price for shipment after 30 days. 
5) Pool. 
6) Consignment. 
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7) Other (please specify)~------------------------
b. What is the principal ·reason for your most preferred method of selling? 
34 • .(IF NO GRAIN WAS SOLD THROUGH POOLS (31c) GO TO #35] If you entered into pooling arrange-
meµ.ts in.the sale of grain during 1973, please describe as to whom the pool was with, kind 
of grain, timing, financial arrangements, pricing and other aspects of pooling.arrangements, 
35. [IF NO GRAIN WAS SOLD BY CONSIGNMENT (31d) GO TO #36] If you sold any grain by consignment 
during 1973, please give reasons for selecting the consignment method used. 
36. In selling grain what percent of the-time do you: 
a, 
b. 
c. 
d. 
deliver only a specified grade? , • , 
utilize a contract which specifies a price 
and delivery date, but which allows for premiums 
or discounts if you deliver grain before or · 
after the specified delivery date? ••• , ••• 
utilize multiple·shipment contract (several 
deliveries are provided for in the same contract· 
over a specified time period)? • , •• 
All other methods ••• , •••••••• , ••• 
Percent 
..... ··-----
. . . . . ·-----
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37. a. With how many cash grain brokers (they don't take title) do you do business?----
(If none, skip to question 38) 
b. What percentage of your gra:l,n was sold through cash g:rain brokers in 1973? 
c. Are your comm:l,ssion fees to c.ash grain bi:okers: (please check) 
1) ( ). a flat charge 
2) ( ) a minimum payment plus a flat charge pe·r. bushel 
3) ( ) a flat charge per bushel 
4) ( ) a minimum ·payment plus some percent of the final sale 
5) ( ) a charge calculated solely as a percent of the value of the final sale 
6) ( ) no commission fee charged to the seiler 
38. For the major grains you handled, indicate the proportion of total sales in 1973 by primary 
buyers and the number of years you have been dealing with specified buyers (exclude brokers, 
grain retailed to farmers, pooling·and consignment sales). · 
.Grain· (nlease write in) 
Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number 
of sales of of sa.les of of sales of ,of sales of 
in years in years in years in years 
1973 dealt 1973 dealt 1973 dealt 1973 dealt 
Name of Buyers with ·with· with with 
" 
'.• 
\ 
39. Please give the approximate dollar figure for the last fiscal year for each item listed 
below: (A copy of an audit report may substitute for· this question.) 
Fiscal year ending ------,--------
-·J 
a. Assets: 
1) 
2) 
3) 
Current 
Long Term·. 
a) Land, plant and equipment 
less depreciation . 
b) Other (please specify) ______ _ 
Total • • 
b. · Liabilities: 
1) Current • • 
2) Long Term Debt 
3) 
a) Loans from local banks 
b) Loans from regional banks 
c) Loans from bank for cooperatives 
d) Loans from other corporations · 
e) Loans from indivi!luals 
f) Government loans 
g) Debentures 
h) Other (please specify) ------
Total 
c. Capital: 
1) Proprietor's capital (net worth) 
2) Retained earn:l.ngs or surp;t.us 
3) Common stock 
4) Preferred stock 
5) Membership fees 
6) Retained patronage refunds 
7) Other (please specify)--------
8) Total • • ' 
$ _____ _ 
$ ______ _ 
$ $-.-----
$ $------
$ _____ _ 
$ _____ _ 
$ _____ _ 
$ _____ _ 
$ _____ _ 
$ _____ _ 
$ $-.-----
$ ______ _ 
$ ______ _ 
$ ______ _ 
.$ __ '-----
.$ _____ _ 
.$~~~~~ 
.$ _____ _ 
.$ _____ _ 
.$ _____ _ 
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APPENDIX B 
MARKETING PRAC'I'ICES AND PATTERNS IN RELATION 
TO THE SIZE·OF THE ASSOCIATION 
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TABLE XXXIX 
PERCENTAGE USE OF DIFFERENT METHODS OF GRA:tN PURCHASES 
IN 1973. USED BY·THE OKLAHOMA SAMPLED COOPERATIVES, 
. BY GROUP AND GRAINa 
Methods of Grain 
Purchase 
Sizec 
Grou Wheat Sor hum Barl Corn So beans Oats 
-~------------~----Percent-~--------~--·------~ 
1 58 75 
Harvest 2 24 50 18 
3 36 59 34 50 100 
Cash 4 25 56 51 55 70 
5 34 43 22 100 50 
1 
Forward· 2 1 
3 3 
· Contract 4 1 
5 2 
1 28 25 
Elevator 2 61 50 82 
3 58 20 64 
S,torage 4 56 44 46 45 25 
5 55 57 78 50 
1 15 
F4rm a) For cash 2 8 
3 2 1 2 
Storage 4 3 b 1 5 
5 4 
1 
b) Forward 2 1 
3 1 
Contract 4 4 
. 5. 4 
1 
Delayed 2 
3 
Price 4 4 
5 1 
1 
Grain 2 
3 
Pool 4 2 
5 
1 
Other 2 6 
3 20 50 
4 6 
5 
~ . . . . . 
- The percentages of methods of grain purchases by grain for each group add to 
100 except for possible round-off error. 
!!_/Less than 1 percent, 
5:./The groups are defined as follows:· 
Group 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Grain Storage Capacity (Bu.s) 
less· th4n 100,000 
100,000 to 399,999 
400,000 to 599,999 
600,000 to 999,999 
1,000,000 and greater 
20 
44 
22 
80 
74 
50 
78 
1 
b 
6 
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TAEtt..E XL 
PERCENTAGE.USE.OF DIFFERENT METHODS OF GRAIN PURCHASES 
IN 1973 USED BY THE TEXAS PLAINS SAMPLED COOPERATIVES, 
· BY GROUP AND GRAINa 
_Methods of Size Grain 
Purchase Grou C Wheat Sor hum. Barle Corn So beans Oats 
-----------·= --- Percent-------------------.---
1 97 99 100 100 
Harvest 2 25 70 
3 62 52 55 
Cash 4 15 10 50 
5 54 33 73 39 70 65 
1 1 1 
Forward 2 3 
3 5 
Contract 4 1 20 .. 
5 8 23 3 8 4 
1 1 
Elevator 2 40 25 
3 33 42 ·100 100 100 42 
Storage 4 75 25 50 
5 40 43 24 53 26 35 
1 2 
Farm .a) for cash 2 
3 ·2 3 
Storage 4 18 100 
5 
b) Forward 
1 
2 
3 
Contract 4 
5 
1 
Delayed 2 35 5 
3 
Price 4 
5 b 
1 
Grain 2 
3 
Pool 4 
5 
1 
Other 2 
3 
4 45 
5 
.!!/The percentages of methods of ·grain purchases by grain for each group add to 
100 except for possible round-off error. · · 
b/ . . 
- Less than 1 percent • 
.£/The groups are defined as follows: 
Group· 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Grain Storage Capacity (Bu.a) 
less than 100,000 
100,000 to 399,999 
400,000 to 599,999 
600,000 to 999,999 
'1,000,000 and greater 
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TABLE XL! 
PERCENTAGE USE OF DIFFERENT METHODS OF GRAIN PURCHASES 
IN 19?3 USED BY THE SOUTH TEXAS SAMPLED COOPERATIVES, 
BY.GROUP AND GRAINa . 
Metho.ds of 
Purchase· 
Size 
Grou c Wheat 
Grainb 
Sor hum Barle Corn So beans Oats 
- . . --------------- Percent----------------------
Harvest 
cash 
Forward 
Contract 
Elevator 
Storage 
Farm a) 
Storage 
1>) 
Delayed 
Price 
Grain 
Pool · 
Other 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
For cash 2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
Forward t 
3 
Contract 4 
5 
i 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
? 
3 
4 
5 
48 
40 
20 
42 
46 
50 
60 
35 
5 
10 
20 
20 
2 
·!!:./Grain sorghum is the only crop marketed by South Texas sampled associations. 
~/The percentages of methods of grain purchases by grain for each group add to 
100 except .for possible round-off error. 
E,./The groups are defined as follows: 
Group 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Grain Storage Capacity (Bu.a) 
less than 100,000 
ioo,ooo·to 399,999 
400,000 .to 599,999 
600,000 to 999,999 
1,000.,000 and greater 
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Region 
TABLE XLII 
SOURCES ·AND AVERAGE AMOUNTS OF LOCAL COOPERATIVE.PEAK OPERATING 
CAPITAL lJI. 1973 ~· BY REGION AND SIZE CATEGORYa 
Size 
Grou· 
Commercial 
·Banks 
Bank 
for 
Cooperatives. 
Source of Operating·capital· 
Interest 
Jlearing 
AdV'ances 
. i 
Non-Interest 
Bearing · 
Advances 
Farmers 
Delivering 
Grain Under 
Delayed Payment 
~rangrments 
Your 
Own 
Capital 
Farllier-Patron 
Loans 
- ... --~.-------~------ .-----~~--------- Thousand Do~s.-,--~--~~-~--------~--------~------~---~---
Oklahoma 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
14 
109 
2q4 
Texas 8 
12 
Plains 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
South 
Texas 
1c 
2 
3 
4 
5 
~5 
.58 
!!/The groups are defin~d as follows: 
Group Grain Storage Capacity (Bu.s) 
1 less than 100,000 
2 100,000 to 399,999 
3 400,000 to 599,999 
4 600,000 to 999,999 
5 1,000,000 and greater 
b/ . 
- Less than 1000, 
148 
lli 
254 
72 
925 
3 
33 
156 25 
750 300 
1544 
500 
650 
1083 
40 
57 
250 
62 
102 
336 
323 
416 
1904 
10 
25 
190 
650 
188 
175 
150 
100 
183 
d . . 
- No local association~ of group 1 grain storage capacity size.fell into the random South Texas sample. 
51 
90. 
172 
161 
68 
67 
69 
250 
135 
100 
50 
42 
b 
8 
18 
I-' 
·"' I\.) 
TABLE XLIII 
OPERATTI\TG SPACE USED FOR GRAIN STORAGE ,WHEN 
. TOTAL GRAIN ON HAND IN .:1973 WAS GREATEST 
· Size 
a Graup 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Oklahama Texas Plains . . :S0uth Texas 
-.------·-------IJ:'l'lousand Bues----------··-----
37 
58 '246 
'836 
27 
a/ . 
- The groups are defined as follows: 
Group 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Grai~ ,storage Capci,city · (:su·.s) 
·1essthan 100,000 
100;000 to 399,999 
400,000 to 999,, 999 
600,,000 to 99.9,.999 
· · l , 000 ;.ooo and grea,ter 
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. TABLE XLIV 
DISTRIBUTION OF 'I'HR SAMF..LED ASSOCIATION'S GRAIN PERCENTAGE BIDRAGE-CAP-ACITJ:ES ACCORDING 
. . . . . . a 
. ---·.- -,- -·- .. ___ -,-..'1'0. LOC.8L. COOP:EWl,T!VE GRA:[N_ OWNmRSHIJ:.:>. l\NP.TI:;'.I'Iif::_JlliR.JlliGJ.:;~'.1',S_ .BX RBGlQN,_ 1$173 
Oklahema Texas Plains ·. · South Texas 
... ' Siz.-e:~~up. 
1 2 3. '4 
-,--- -,-- -,--- _ Size.~Gro:u.p ___ 0 ,.,-.-,-.- .,.,- _.'b _ .$ize .Group 
5 1 . 2 -- 3 4 5 l ··2- ·3 4 5 
---------------;..------------:Percen_t------~-------·------------------
Grain Owned Hedged C 
by the Unhedged, and 
Cooperative Uncontracted C 2 C 18 2 8 C 11 20 2 
Contracted. 5 4 12 13 7 15 17 30 85 71 60 74 
Grain Not owned Warehouse 3 22 3 14 by the Receipted 
Cooperative Open 80 88 64 71 71 
1 C 7 4 5 
100 76 82 60 57 4 25 20 19 
Grain Bank C 3 4 C C 
. c .. c.c .. C C C 3 3 
Terminal 
Processor 20 5 8 11 2 
-- - .-.- , , , • • • .!.__!c__ • -:· ,r .•. -.·., ,-. . .-:·._;-:._-;-.,~·; -.,.=·• -. - , - .- .-, - - ,-, -, - • - ,- ;_ -. -,, -,,--, -., - . .:-,--, · .• --, • .,.,, -., -~ .-~.,-:.-.,-, .• -,, .-..c,-, • -c.,·-: • 
Totals 100 .100 100 100 J .. 00 
. ;/The groups are defined as follQWs.: 
Group Storage Capacii::.y (bu.s) 
1 less than 100,000 
2 100,000 to 399,_999 
3 400 1 000 to 5999999 
4 600',ooo·to 999 9 999 
5 1,000,000 and greater 
.!Ysouth-Texas had no sample locals in group one. 
cl 
- Less than one percent .. 
- 100 100 100 100 100 fOQ _ _lJ[O_ J!:)9_ :J.(),0_ :1.90 
I-' 
"' ~
TABLE XLV 
THE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL GRAIN VOLUME HANDLED BY LOCAL 
ASSOCIATIONS COMMITTED.TO REGIONAL COOPERATIVES IN 1973 
BY GRAIN, GROUP, AND STATEa 
Size Group 
Location Grain 1 2 3 4 5 
-------------Percent-----------
Wheat 100 99 99 91 89 
Sorghum 3 10 
Barley 10 52 10 
OKLAHOMA 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Oats 52 
Wheat 92 70 74 45 76 
Sorghum 8'5 25 62 80 55 
Barley 100 100 
TEXAS 
Corn 80 56 
Soybeans 50 40 
Oats · 85 99 100 
~The groups are defined as follows: 
Grou12 Grain.Storage Capacity (Bu •. s) 
l less than 100,000 
2 100,000 to 399 9 999 
3 400 9 000 to 599,999 
4 600 9000 to 999,999 
5 1,000 9 000 and greater 
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TABC,E XLVI 
LOCAL ELEVATOR MARGINS RECEIVED-BY LOCAL ASSOCIA,TIONS 
IN MARKETING GRAIN IN -1973.,. ,BY SIZE OF FIRM, 
a REGION, :.ANP GRAIN 
.. 
126 
Sizeb 
Group 'Wheat Sorghum Barley Corn Soybeans Oats 
--------------------cents/bu . ..-------------·----------
27(2) 10(2) 
15 (7) 18(2) 21(6) 15(1) 
0klahoma 
·l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
. 18(7) 9(4) 17(6) 15(2) 20(1) 
33(6) 
7(3) 
16,(4) 
16(6) 
26(7) 
13(5) 
Texas 
South 
Texas 
l 
2 
3 
4 
22(8) 
17( 7) 
·14(3) 
16(2) 
20(4) 
20(2) 
23(6) 
15(6)· 
10(2) 
12(2) 
26(3) 
16(2) 
34(8) 21 (3) 
15(7) 10(2) 
10(2) 
44 Cl) 28 Cl) 
22(1). 15(1) 
29(1) 
32(1) 
10(2) 
18(2) 
5 33(17) · · ·21,c1··n···.-.-.·20-c-6J ·. ·2oc1·0, · 25c11, 15c2> 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
15(2) 
7(1) 
14(1) 
19(3) · 
~ Da.ta in pa,rentheses pertc3:in to the number oi cooperatives in-
volved .. 
b/ .. 
- The groups are defined as follows: 
,Group 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Grain Storage Cap~_city (bu.s) 
less than. 100,000· 
100,000 to -399,999 
400,000 to 599,_999 
600,000 to 999,999 
1,000,000 and greater 
L 
0 .· b 
C G 
A R 
T 0 
u I p Hour 
0 
N N B 
0 1 
K 2 L 
A 3 1 1 H 
0 4 1 12 M 
A 5 ·3 3 
1 1 1 
T 2 
E 
X 3 
A 
s 4 
5 3 2 
--
TABLE JCT.ii/II 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF GRAIN PRICE BIDS PER HOUR, DAY, AND WEEK RECEIVED 
BY LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS FROM GRAIN MERCHAND!SERS IN.1973 AND THE 
NUMBER OF LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS ·RECEIVING. THOSE· GRAIN -.BIDS, BY 
a STATE, GROUP, AJ;'ID GRAIN 
WHEAT · SORGHUM CORN BARLEY SOYBEANS 
~ Week Hour ~ Week Hour ~ Week Hour ~ Week Hour ~ Week Hour 
NB N B N B N B N B N B NB N B N B NB N B N B N B N B N B 
2 3 2 2 
711 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
6 8 4 1 1 1 2 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 
713 5 1 1 1 1 1 8 1 1 3 
-415 1 3 4 1 _ l 1 1 1 1 3 5 1 1 1 1 3 1 l _ 1 1 1 3. 
2 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
· 2 2 4 1 
4 4 4 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 5 3 7 2 4 1 1 1 5 
13 6 1 1 4 1 16 5 3 2 7 4 2 2 3 2 1 3 2 2 10 4 2 3 
!./The groups are defined as follows: 
Group Grain Storage Capaciti (Bu,s) 
1 less than 100,000 
2 100,000 to 399,999 
3 400,000 to 599,999. 
4 600,000 to 999,999 
·5 1,000,000 and greater 
OATS 
lli!I. 
NB_ 
3 1 
5 1 
6 l 
2 1 
i 1 
1 3 
1 6 
b/ ' . 
- N refers to the number of cooperative managers receiving bids. B refers to the number of_ bids per time period _indicated. 
Week 
N B 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
J-> 
I\) 
-..J 
TABLE xt.V!II 
THE PERCENTAGE USE.OF ALTERNATIVE-CONTRACTUAL .ARRANGEMENTS 
BY.SAMPLED-LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS. IN THE MERCHANDISING 
OF GRAIN IN).973 ... E.Y,.GRQUP .. ~D.BEGION 
Speci,fi.c: : , . ,., .... ~g.~t;:._ . . M1,1l tj,ple 
Grade Delivecy Shipments 
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Other a 
., f!irou.pb . ·c· . JF?.~C;!ei:;ti;".). , .... ,, •. -(P.en;:ci;lt) ., .... , .• , .. ,.(l;>.e.t;c.eP-1:) -. . . (P.erccent) 
-Locatj,on N. Use .. N Use N Use N Use 
1 2 100 
2 7 100 
Oklahoma 3 1 30 7 94 1 5 
4 1 10 8 81 2 35 l 75 
5 2 40 ··5··---.·.·, 94 · 2 28 
l ' l 100 -1 100 1 100 ; 
Texas 2 1 100 2 100 3 2 30 3 2 75 Plains 4 1 100 l 100 
' 5 2 51 12 100 2 51 3 99 
l 
South 2 1 90 l 100 ,l 10 3 l 5 1 95 Texas 4 :l 10 l 90 
5 1· · ro· ·· ·· ·· ·· · ·2 · · ·· ····Too· ··· l 90 
~The other m.ethods of contractual arrangements referred to here 
are 1) open·sales, 2) advanced payments (borrowed rnoney on cars), and 
3) tq.rget delivery without premi:urns for early shipment. 
b/ " 
- The groups 9re defined as follows: 
Group 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Grain·StQrage CaP9.c,ity (bu.s) 
less than 100,000. 
100,000 to 399,_999 
400,000 to 599,_999 
600,000 to 999,999 
1,0001 000 arid greater 
c/ 
- N refers to the number of locql associations using that -method. 
1 .. 
2. 
3. 
4 .. 
5. 
6 .. 
7. 
8 .. 
9 .. 
10. 
11. 
12 .. 
TABLE XLIX 
EXPECTED INFLUENCE LEVEL OF.SELECTED FACTORS ON LOCAL 
MANAGERS MARKETING DECISIONS :tN 1978 AND THE 
RESPECTIVE PERFORMANCE LEVEL.OF THE REGIONAL 
. . a 
.· . I}{ _.l_Q.6J~.,-.--~- .. l:'tAINS. REGION 
Influence Performance 
... Expec,t.e.d, . . . . . .Qf . R.E;?.gion.al 
in 1978 in 1968 
Price 87.4 81.0 
·Source of Market 
Information 78.7 81.4 
Cooperat_i ve Loyalty 80.,4 · 79.8 
Source of mrequent and 
Consistent Bids 76.7 82.0 
Contractual Arrangements 
for Ca.sh Grain Deli very 64.6 80.9 
Time and Manner of Pay-
ment to the Local 73.6 85.0 
Weights and Measures 55.7 84.8 
Regional Personnel 
Expertise 65.6 ·77.1 
Terminal Processor 
Facilities 50.1 85.7 
Premiums and Discount 
Practices 65.2 71.4 
Size of Dividends, Patron-
age Refunds and Investment 
Opportunities 50.,1 55 .• 8 
All Transportation 
Services 45.7 55.,4 
~The numbers originated from-the 1-99 scale, with 99 
signifying most influential or best possible performance. 
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TABLE L 
EXPECTED INFLUENCE LEVEL .OF..SELECTED FACTORS ON LOCAL 
.MANAGERS MARKETING DECISIONS IN 1978 AND THE 
RESPECTIVE PERFORMANCE LEVEL- OF THE REGIONAL 
. . a 
IN 1 Q6.a,. .SQU'+'f{ TEXAS REGION 
1 .. Price 
2. Source of Market 
Information 
3. Cooperative Loyalty 
4. Source of Frequent and 
Consistent Bids 
5. Contractual Arrangements 
for Cash Grain Delivery 
6. Time and Manner of Pay-
ment to the Local 
7. Weights and Measures 
8. Regional Personnel 
Expertise 
9o Terminal Processor 
Facilities 
10. Premiums and Discount 
Practices 
llo Size of Dividends, Patron-
age Refunds and Investment 
Opportunities 
12. Al·l Transportation 
Services 
Influence 
E:gpecte.d 
in.1978 
72.1 
72.,1 
81 .. 1 
76.9 
57.1 
(' 
74.0 
69.3 
47.3 
82.6 
34.4 
Performa:nce 
o.f .. ·Regic>nal 
in.1~68 
71.3 
78.4 
68.6 
81.1 
84.0 
78.0 
72.7 
. 74.0 
66.4 
.58.6 
75.4 
54.3 
~These numbers originated from the 1-99 scale, 99 
signifying most influential or best possible performance. 
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TABLE LI 
EXPECTED INFLUENCE LEVEL OF.SELECTED FACTORS ON LOCAL 
MANAGERS MARKETING -DECISIONS IN 1978 AND THE 
RESPECTIVE PERFORMANCE LEVEL OF .,THE REGIONAL 
. . a 
IN 1.9.6.8,. OK!,iAB:OMA RE.GION 
1. Price 
2o Source of Market 
Information 
3. Cooperative Loyalty 
4 .. Source of Frequent and 
Consistent Bids 
5. Contractual Arrangements 
for Cash Grain Delivery 
6. Time and Manner of Pay-
ment to the Local 
7. Weights and Measures 
8. Regional Personnel 
Expertise 
9. Terminal Processor 
Facilities 
10. Premiums and Discount 
Practices 
11 .. Size of Dividends, Patron-
age Refunds and Investment 
Opportunities 
12. All Transportation 
Services 
Influence 
. ;E:x:pected . 
in 1978 
75.7 
77.7 
77.6 
76.6 
80.5 
73.3 
68.2 
77.5 
75.2 
53.9 
52.9 
64.5 
Performance 
.o.f'. . B.Elgional 
in l.968 
. 86.8 
87.8 
79.2 
89.3 
82.;6 
85.6 
80.1 
82.4 
90.0 
67.1 
54.6 
73.0 
~/These numbers originated from the 1-99 scale, 99 
signifying most influentia_l or best possible performance. 
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